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This thesis examines cuitural appropriation, its importance, and the role played by 

Canadian art galleries in cultural appropnation relative to the exhibition and collection of 

art by Native artists. After estabiishing a common ground conceming terminology and 

concepts, a definition for cultural appropnation is developed according to its specificity 

and importance for Native and Western cultures. The role of Canadian art gderies in the 

cultural appropriation of the art of Native artists is articulated by examining the cultural 

appropriation process, both generally and specifically to art galIeries, the history and 

development of art gderies, and the particular notions of cultural appropriation that art 

galleries suppon and represent. 
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PREFACE 

There are in the nature of a Master's thesis factors which may contribute to and 

encourage cultuml appropriation. These factors, if continueci in their current pattern, can 

effectively undermine the challenges presented by the issues surrounding cultural 

appropriation. This thesis pertains to cultural appropriation, a synonymous term for 'the 

appropriation of voice'. This altemate term contradicts a thesis's objective to 'establish 

one's own voice'. Other irnplied factors infiuencing thesis evaluation include the value 

accorded references by recognYed, noted experts and authorities, the percentage of 

quotations, inteUectual honesty, and of course the expectation that the successfid student 

will have somehow "mastered" a topic or subject matter. AU of these goals may clash 

with an appreciation, respect and understanding of cuihual appropriation. 

In this thesis, it was important for me and for the point of the topic, that al1 voices 

be represented and be given authority. My objective for my roie, my voice, is to be a 

facilitator who dlows for a multipticity of voices, who respects those voices and who 

provides an opportunity for those voices to be heard on cornmon ground. Although weli 

intended, this has been dficult to achieve. I also can not pretend to have 'mastered' such 

a cornplex issue as the one 1 have chosen, but 1 offer an introduction to a portion of its 

discussion and program. 



INTRODUCTION 

Wodd to God your horizon may broaden every day! The people who bind 

themselves are those who are unable to encompass the whole tmth and try to 

catch it by the tail; a system is like the taiI of tnith, but mth is Like a lizard; it 

leaves its tail in your fhgers and runs away knowing îùii well that it will grow 

a new one in a twinkliag. 

Ivan Turgenev to LRO Tolstoy, 1856 

A family photograph, fiom the 1950s. still fades in and out of memory. Four 

young sisters, dressed in their Sunday best-curly hair, H y  dresses and polished, white 

shoes, are standing in fiont of two wooden pas at the entrance to a longhouse. Human 

skulls are mounted on the posts. Smoke billowed from the longhouse door. Inside, 

bunks, laden with the fùrs of bear, fox and wolf, lined the walls. Dried corn lay in stone 

bowls by the fireplace. There were few signs of life in this Native village, an historic site, 

Sainte Marie Amoag the Hurons, only the tounsts, strangely out of place in time and 

location. 

As elementary -dents, Our school trips were similar excursions. We travelled by 

bus to  endless histone sites and archaeological digs. There were sites such as the 

Ossossane Bone Pit, near Midland-an empty f m e r ' s  field marked by an historic plaque, 

where we sat and ate Our picnic lunches. There were never any people living at these 



locations. Our only connection to those that may have been here before us were the 

reproductions of paintings or illustrations that lined our classroom w d s  and the pichires 

in our text books. 

Much later, 1 would dixover a painting, The Martyrdom of S. S. Jean de 

Brébeuf and Gabriel Lalemant, created by the great Spanish artist, Francisco Goya1 

(1 746- 1828). Purportedly, it illustrates the events that ocnirred around the same village 

where we, as children, had posed beneath the human skulls. According to the author of 

The Visible Path: The Pictonai History of Simcoe County, "The ruthless realism of 

Goya cornes close to actual events at St. Ignace" (Leitch 381, but, how could she have 

known? How could Goya, in the far off country of Spain, have known what had occurred 

when he created this painting some two-hundred years after the event was supposed to 

have taken place? 

More importantly, what had been created fiom al1 the above events that can be 

epitomized in a family photo of four little girls, in frilly dresses, standing before a 

longhouse? For me, this photo epitomizes the counterfeit cuitures created for both Native 

and Western cultures. These cultures were primarily constmcted by those fiom Western 

cultures to serve their own purposes and who were intent on deceiving not only 

themselves, but others, as to the tnie nature of the cultures involved. 

' The Martyrdom of S.S. Jean de Brébeuf and Gabriel Laiement is in the Musée des Beaux Arts, 
Besançon, France. Goya painted two versions of this scene between 1812 and 1818. This painting bas 
k e n  variously known as "Archbishop of Québec Assasinated by Savagesn and " C a n n t i  Preparing to 
Devour the RemilinSn (Leitch). 



These counterfeit dtures and the story that I provided result from and contain ali 

the elements of cultural appropriation. My interest in the relatiomhip of cultural 

appropriation, the art of Native artists, and the role played by Canadian art gderies 

evolved from my early experiences and my work in public art gderies. 1 had been 

involved in many discussions, debates, conferences and surveys regarding this topic and 

yet, whatever the occasion, my participation always seemed to lead, in some form, to a 

question. A simple example would be a survey in which 1 was asked to provide a Iist of 

works from the permanent collection that were by Native artists. To respond, how was 1 

to determine which artists were Native? My ability to contribute to this topic and to 

fiinction in an art galiery was increasingly hampered by the complexity of the issues 

surroundhg this t opic-issues such as racism, censors hip and political reaiities-and, have 

led to the subject for my thesis. 

This thesis is limitai to essential issues which will d o w  others to consider, in an 

informed manner, the debates and decisions wnceming the topic. 1 have intentionally 

confined myself and will not attempt to ident* or ansver some of the questions raised by 

this topic, nor discuss issues such as racism and censorship. 1 wiil not debate specific 

cases related to the topic2, nor solutions or theones of resolution that have been ofered. 

The specificity of my concerns excludes evidence or cornparison with acts of cultural 

appropriation other than those conceming Native peoples in Canada. 

Examples of some more notable cases relevant to cuiniral appropriation, the art of Native anists and the 
public art gaiiery may be found in Appendix 1. 



Weli into the research phase 1 r&ed two things. First, it did not appear that 

everyone shared the same meaning and importance for 'ailturd appropriation', and 

secondly, that one had to understand the meaning and the context of the components, 

before entering any discussion. One can not adequately discuss racism or censorship, for 

example, without understanding the process and purpose of cultural appropriation or why 

and how public art gaileries exist. 

My primary goal is to develop a definition for cultural appropriation, determine its 

importance, and examine the role played by Canadian public art galleries relative to the 

exhibition and collection of art by Native artists. However, pnor to proceeàing with this it 

is necessary to present some preparatory introductions to the challenges presented by this 

thesis, establish some parameters and a context for the terms used and explain the 

methodology. 

CHALLENGES 

There are substantial hurdles to clear if one is to research, discuss or understand 

cultural appropriation, especially when one considers the relationship between Native 

artists and contemporary, public art gderies. Cultural appropriation involves not only the 

meeting and eliding of different cultures but of diverse disciplines. This discussion may 

involve questioning and examining the many preconceived, culturaliy inscnbed concepts 

which exkt within various disciplines, cultures, art and the English language. 

Primarily, this thesis is about the perceptions of people, words, concepts, and 

objects, as well as the values and priorities that are wigned to each. Our perceptions of 

ourselves and others often originate in the views presented by others. These perceptions 



and our proximity to other cultures will influence how we view cultural appropriation. 

For example, when travelling abroad, 1 usualiy research the cuaoms and protowl of the 

inhabitants in order to respect theù laws and traditions. Still, few North Americans have 

recognised or accepted that this is also an appropriate course of action when considering 

the many original cultures in their own counuies. For those who wish to  undertake such 

research, there have been, and still are, substantial roadbiocks to their efforts. 

Among the moa daunting challenges to researching Native d t u r e s  and cultural 

appropriation is the diversity of the cultures involved. Although there are ciifferences 

among the many Native cultures, there can be extreme diierences between Native and 

Western cultures. These dEerences have often placed them at odds with one another and 

have surfaced over a relatively short tirne-span. In Canada, Native and non-Native cultures 

are ones that have lived in tension and within close proxhity, for perhaps 400 years in the 

east, less than 200 years in the west, and sometimes less than 60 years in the north. The 

repercussions of contact between the two groups and the many cultures involved have 

been substantial. During this penod of contact considerable information and 'knowledge' 

have been generated pertaining to Native peoples. However, the ability to adequately and 

responsibly research Native North-Amencan cultures has now been brought into question 

by the issue of cultural appropriation. 

Many North Americans betieve they already know a great deal concerning Native 

peoples. Their sources have ranged from a massive body of scholarly research to popular 

books and movies, and, of course, to images exhibited in art gderies. But, it has been 

oniy recent history that has presumed that these aories were uaiaily someone else's story, 



sometimes political tools, and often, complete fiights of fantasy. This realization, as 

articulateci by Jean Fisher and Jiirmtnie Durham, shouid underiie every discussion of Native 

peoples: 

It must be admitted h m  the outset that Native Amencans are peoples about 

whom we can have nothing to say that is not fataiiy contaminated by Eurocentric 

patterns of thinking. The vast body of "objective" data, scientific or literary, that 

purports to evidence indigenous Amencans almost invariably constitutes a 

mirrored reflection of our own psychic demons instead. For "knowledge" is a 

matter of interpretations, which is in turn a property of the subject who assumes it, 

not of the object itself (1 0 1 [Cherokee,-1) 

Once we have embarked on research, cognizant of this point, the next challenge is one of 

'Ianguage' . 

Understanding a discussion of cultural appropriation, switching from one cultural 

interpretation to another, can be particularly difficult for those whose concept of the world 

is deeply ingrained in the Western tradition. The clifferences between Native and Westem 

interpretations of Western concepts and their importance can be extreme and for some, 

difficult to fathom. For example, consider the concept of tirne. Jimmie Durham, a 

Cherokee artist, provides a pertinent illustration: 

1 think there is no tirne, 1 think it is a funny invention, there is a duration of things. 

If a piece of history of a people doesn't get resolved, it's not hiaoiy in the sense of 

historical confiicts, it's the present . . .when something gets resolved then it's past 



until it's resolved then it is the present, it's always the present. (qtd. in Durant 83 

[C hero kee]) 

1 chose the example of "time", not because it is any more important uian other 

concepts or words in understanding the issue of cultural appropriation, but because it 

demonstrates a particularly relevant example of cultural appropriation. It illustrates how 

art interpretation, specificaiiy, has asaibed partidar notions to art by Native artists. 

The representations of t h e  have foUowed particuiar conventions in Western art 

which aüow the viewer to 'read' a work of art. These are different fiom those used by 

Inuit artists, for example. The application of Western art standards and conventions to 

Inuit art led to the misreadig of the Inuit depiction of tirne change in prints and drawings. 

These were descnbed as childlike, primitive and naïve, only because nonoNatives were 

unaware of the complex and daerent representations of concepts, such as time, used by 

other cultures3. 

A recognition of the ne& for consultation and involvement by Native peoples in 

museum practice has emerged fiom the discussions of cultural appropriation. As a result, 

certain, relevant cultural and language difFerences are being identified. Another exarnple is 

illustrateci by Les Gofarth (Cree) who comments on his assistance in the development of a 

Native gdery at the Saskatchewan Museum of Natural History. Concerning his 

negotiations, on behalfof the museun, he writes, "It is customary when one enquires or 

approaches an Indian respectfilIIy with tobacco to complete a project, that everything is 

For a detailed sîudy of the repfesentation of rime and spaœ in the art of Luke Anguhadluq see 'From the 
Centre" by Cynthia Cook. 



verbal and guaranteed with a handshake, without a written contract. The promotion of 

such a contract is viewed as mistrust and outright insult. Yet, the museum is a 

government extension that has to have everythmg in writing, so this created some 

dïfECUfties which had to be ironed out" (1 5) .  

It was often assumeci that Native cultures had the same or sirnilar meanings for 

concepts as Western culture. It is these biased ways of seeing, hearing, reading, knowing 

or understanding of even essential concepts that make following a discussion of cuitural 

appropriation dficult. Obviously, the assumption of one or the "right" meaning has led to 

cross-cultural misunderstandings and contnbuted to the tensions that exkt among these 

cultures in Canada today4. Ignorance of cultural and language difFerences has only created 

walls that prevent communication and understanding. It may even make it dficult for 

many non-Natives to recognize, cornprehend, and appreciate the issues outlined in this 

thesis. 

In the discourse on cultural appropriation, one becomes painfiiiiy aware not only of 

the lack of shared meaning, but of the power of the English language. This discussion is in 

English. One can never be sure that even though the same language is used, a comrnon 

meaning is shared. In the above case, not oniy were the customs not known, but the same 

understanding of the word 'contract' was not shared. The power of the English language 

has been in its ability to translate, narne and define Native cultures and their concepts 

In one ment midy of a northern Ojihve community, Roger Spielmann identifid culturai Merenas in 
meanings tbat are intrinsic to crossdtural misunderstandings For example, he articulates cultural 
cüf5erences concernhg the meanings of sharing, co-ntation, speech patterns, confiict management, 
generosity and the importance of the human over the object (3-17). 



according to Western needs, not necessarily in tenns relevant to Native meaning. As a 

r ed t ,  terms such as 'contract' and 'tirne' have been applied or extended to Native 

concepts regardless of whether they were appropriate or not. 

Our perceptions of others not only originate in the Mews of others but are 

modelled by language. It is here that the real power of the English language c m  best be 

demonstrated. For instance, non-Natives rnay not recognize how meaning and definition 

for Native cultures have been constructed and embedded within the English language. As 

Loretta Todd has obsenred concerning the use of 'Native' for the aboriginai peoples of 

Canada, "It could also be said that the term 'Native' is a discourse, inscribed with meanhg 

from without-rneaning that runs the garnut frorn the Noble Savage to the radical warrior 

to the quiet maiden to the wanton half-breed" ( I n d i g m  77 wetis]). The Cherokee artist, 

Iimmie Durham, also demonstrates the challenge a non-Native faces when discussing 

Native issues in the English language, with the following test: 

Compare the following two sentences describing the same event and the reasons 

for the colonial vocabulary may be clearer: 

1. Today Archbishop Tatanka Iotanja, Minister of Intenor Affairs of the 

present govement of the nation of Lakota and the most respected 

religious leader of the Lakota people was assassinated by paid agents of the 

United States govemrnent. 

2. Today Chief Sitting Buii, a medicine man of the Sioux Indian tribe, was 

kiiied by another Indian. (Certain 4) 



These perceptions and stereotypes developed for a variety of reasons through 

dtural  appropriations and serve to distance or dernean Native peoples in the conective 

consciousness of Western culture. The misnaming, defining and classiQing of Native 

cultures and concepts were often deliberate and continue to this day-in the media, the 

political arena, education and in art gderies-and it is rarely in terms chosen by Natives. 

One particularly relevant 'meaning' to this thesis relates to the historical 'fact' 

which Western culture constructed for Native cultures. This relates to the definition of 

'art'. To the airator, historian and art gailery visitor, Native cuitures did not produce 

'art'. At least, not art according to the Western tradition which designated certain eligible 

objects worthy of being placed in a public art gallery. For the contemporary researcher 

there is no lack of information on works by Native artists, but these works have rarely 

been presented and analyzed as 'art'. 

This discussion dernomates some of the challenges confrontai by the researcher 

or those trying to understand cultural appropriation. It also challenges the non-Natives' 

ability to adequately and appropriately express themselves in English without resorting to 

historical constructions for Native cultures. 

ART, ART BY NATIVE ARTISTS, CANADIAN ART 

The designation of something as 'art' associateci with a public art gallery evolved 

in a particular manner. In Euro-Amencan culture, something can be designated as 'art' 

5 For example, 'savage', which according to Root was a value assigneci to the 'other' (indigenous peoples). 
In her view, " The displacement and projection of ferocity and rage onto the outsider are a fiction that 
links up to the notion that the mecs or the Arabs were the bearers of a violence that Europe had gone 
beyond- But these qualities bave always been inside, dways part of us" ml 1 1). 



within the immediate family of the artist, within a circle of fnends and supporters, or even 

within a community. This art rnay never be coliected by a public art gdery. However, 

the way in which 1 will be speaking of 'art6' refers to partiailar foms of visual art (often 

caIled 'high' art) that enter the public art gallery system either by exhibition or collection. 

Art by Native artists has only entered this lexicon @gh art) in the last 20 years7. 

Because of the various perceptions for art created by Native peoples, 1 have 

chosen to use the phrase a r ~  by Native artisfs, rather than the term Native art. The first 

term rnay even be contentious as some Native artists may wish to be identified only by the 

term 'artist'. For the non-Native, Native wz may have a distinctive look or character 

which 1 wiii not even atternpt to define8. Equaiiy, art by Narive mtisis presents sirnilar 

notions of identity and authenticity as Native art, but does not necessarily carry a 

distinctive look or character. The issues of identity and authenticity have been debated 

and sometimes legislated in both the Native and non-Native communities and are issues 

6 It should also be noted that the term 'art', as it is used in this thesis , encompasses not oniy the 
traditional view of visual art-painting, sculpture, printmaking, but aiso inchdes aspects of other arts 
disciplines such as performance* fiim, video, literature* dance, photography and music- 

' M e n  discussing an by contemporary Native artists in the public art gallery, 1 am referring to art that 
enters the 'high art' category. This is not to imply that this is the oniy intended purpose for theu art and 
this is made clear by Native artists. in his analysis of amtemporary art by Native artists, AifM Young 
Man has rematked, T h e  trend is once again toward developing an art that serves the needs of Indian 
societies and &cation, and not just bourgeois institutions (and ideology) which are overly conœmed with 
universalizing, ahistorical, conflict-fke, object-privileging assumptions" (Issues 28 [Cree]). This 
statement not only supports the dual nature of art by Native artists but typifies the chaiienges that art by 
Native artists have presented for art galleries. 

The exploration of Noriw concepts of art is a detailed study in itselfand separate h m  the objectives of 
this thesis. Just as there are numemus visions of what art is in Western art, there does not appear to be one 
conception of art shared by aïï Native peoples. There are many books which wiil assist in the exploration 
of Native concepts, for example, Iadigena: Contemporary Native Perspectives (McMaster), Sunmie 
hirbam: A Certain Lack of Coherence, Wntinp on Art and Culturai Politics (Durham) and 
Topographies: Aspects of Recent B.C. Art (Arnold). 



that prove to be essentid to the discussion of cuitund appropriation, sornetimes 

paradoxically so. In this thesis, the term Native &sts includes work @oth historical and 

wntemporary) by Inuit, Metis and treaty Indians, dong with other Native artists. Also, 

art by Native mtisfs refers to art by the aboriginal peoples of North Arnerica. 

Acu>rdiigly, the Canada - United States border is not a distinguishing factor. 

The definition of 'Canadian art' is closely tied to notions of Canadian identity 

(both national and regional identities), and is at stake in the issue of culturai appropriation. 

Less than thmy years ago, Canadian art was understood to originate with the arriva1 of the 

first colonizers-the French and ~ng l i sh~ .  Canadian art included art by immigrant and 

transient artists, but not necessarily art by Native peoples. Graduaiiy, art created by 

Native artists has entered Canadian art history books, and yet several critics and histonms 

stül uphold the original parameters for Canadian ad0. In public art gaileries, for instance, 

The text used in 1973 for a course in Canadian Art at the University of Western Ontario was William 
Colgate's Canadian Art: Its Origin and Development (nrst published in 1943) which follows this 
pattern. However, both Graham McInnes in Canadian Art (5-8) and Robert. H. Hubbard in An 
Anthology of Canadian Art (9) brieflv address the art of Native artists. In his book, pubMeci in 1950, 
Graham Mches States that "oniy the West Coast indians of British Columbia can be said to have 
produced an art of high aesthetic worth" (5). in Hubbard's 1%0 book, he primady discusses the 
influence Native subject matter bave had on the work of other Canadian artists (9). 

10 Among the more recent g e n d  derence books on Canadian art, Barry Lord was among the first to 
include a section on art by Native artists in his 1974 book, The History of Painting in Canada: Towards 
a Peoples Art. in Conternpotary Canadian Art, published in 1983, the authors excluded art by Native 
artisîs with the foiiowing comment: "We felt that to w e y  the arts of the native peoples without king 
able to develop their relationship to the cultural mots and traditions of those peoples would be to do so not 
only superficially, but improperly" (Bumett 7). 



art by Native artists (particularly Inuit art) may be displayed separately fiom the buik of 

the main Canadian art storyl'. 

One recent controversial court case evolved around an attempt to define Canadian 

art. There was an Ontario provincial court decision in support of a lawsuit by the original 

donors to the McMichael Canadian Art Collection. In this case, the presiding judge said, 

"in my view, the meaning of 'Canadian art' is dehed  by the wntext of the Group of 

Seven and their contemporaries and the indigenous peoples of Canada, in particular in the 

colours, the relationship to nature, to energy and to uncontroilable forces to reflect the 

expansiveness of their wide horizons" (qtd. in Legai Decision 1). Among the contentious 

artworks in this case, a work which would not be included in the donor's definition of 

Canadian art, is a work by the Plains Cree artist, Gerald McMaster, concerning the 

misappropriation of Native culture (Miller 46). 

The definition of art, and of what is considered to be Native or Canadian art, is a 

central issue in the discussion of cultural appropriation. Because identity is so important 

to this issue, 1 have chosen to idente the nation of the speaker or writer. These are only 

indicated when the author specificdy provided a nation for himself or herselt This does 

not mean that al1 speakers not identifieci, are necessarily non-Nativmdy that nationality 

was not provided. If the cited nation of the speaker is not found in the text, it is annotated 

in the parenthetical reference. 

l l For example, the Art Gallery of Ontario (Toronto) and the Nationai Gallery of Canada (Ottawa) have 
maintainecl separate gaiieries for the exhiiition of huit art. 



PUBLIC ART GALLERY 

Identity is also important for a public art gallery and there are various perceptions 

of these institutions. These range fiom grandmother's anic to tourist attraction, nom 

academic conclave to sites of popular culture. The primary Werentiation that I would 

Like to make is the distinction between an art gdery and a musem. 

In Canada, the commoniy accepted definition of a museum is one that was 

provided by the International Council of Museum in 1990. A museum, then, is: 

a non-profit making, permanent institution in the seMce of society and of its 

development, and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 

communicates and exhibits, for purposes of study, education and enjoyment, 

materiai evidence of people and their environment. (Statutes) 

A public art gailery is a museum and is often referred to in a variety of ways in Canada, 

from museum, to art museum, to art gallery, to fine arts museum and even to art centre. 

There is no standard terminology but 1 will use the term mt gaiiety to denote public 

museums of this nature. Public art galleries are dEerent nom other types of museums 

which may coUect, for sxample, ethnograp hic, geological or bot anid  object S. Public art 

gallenes, such as the Art Gallery of Ontario, tend to collect the h e s t  art objects according 

to a specific place, period or the .  Other museums, such as the Royal Ontario Museum, 

may coilect an array of typical objects (including art) that represent particular periods, 

cuitures or types of objects. Both tend to use chronology as an organizing theme and to 

constmct historical sequences that are simplified versions of compressed, generalized 

historiographies. 



There is one particularly relevant, traditional distinction between an art gdery and 

a museum when one considers the issue of cultural appropriation. Art gaiieries did not 

tend to collect art by Native artisd2. Their works were designated "ethnographic 

materials" and were p rimarily acquired b y museums. 

The border between a public art gdery and a museum of any other type is 

sometimes diEicult to discem. They may even exist within the sarne institution. However, 

if one were to take an object from the Royal Ontario Museum and exhibit it in the Art 

Gallery of Ontario, a considerable change would occur. Something of cultural or 

historical value has been redefined as fine art. In an art gaiiery, the artistic value of a work 

of art usually outweighs or takes priority over its social significance. An object's social 

significance is something that is traditionally and predornimtfy within the purview of 

other types of museums. Today, this border is constantiy blurring, but for the purposes of 

this thesis it is important to distinguish between the two types of museums. Although 

specific information quoted from other sources may refer to museum, 1 have selected 

points that include public art gaileries in their meahgs. 

The tirne-fiame for defining cultual appropnation and the role of art galleries is 

not just confined to recent controversies. Cultural appropriation has only become an issue 

lZ In 1983, the Natiod Gallery of Canada cornmissioned Jean Blodgen to mdy the collection and 
exhi'bition of art by Native artists. Amrding to Diana Nemiro& Blodgett's study recommended that "the 
Gallery pursue an active role in collecting and exhiiiting the art of Canadian artists of native ancestry and 
put an end to its policy of exclusion, which the native art comunity perceived as clearly discriminatory" 
(Nemiroff, Modemism 16). The National Gallery of Canada's collection policy was arnended and the 
folIowing included: "Inis policy should include the acquisition of representative examples of 
contemporaxy Inuit and Indian art, with the advice of curators h m  the Canadian Museum of 
Civilization" (qtd. in Nemiroff, Modemism, 17). 



on the agendas of Canada's public art galeries since the late 1970s. However, culturai 

appropriation is certainly not a recent concern for Native peoples. According to Loretta 

Todd, "the issue of cultural appropriation and awareness of this by First Nations began 

when the first Europeans arrived (Notes 26 wetis]). And, for Richard Hi.& "The 

question of appropriation has been with me my entire Me; in fact, it has shaped it in rnany 

ways . . ."(13 [Cree]). Although cultural appropriation has only becorne a recent issue for 

art gaileries, the parameters for the role of art galleries are the same as those for Native 

cultures in this discussion-fiom first contact and for their entire formation, existence and 

operations in Canada. 

It would be naïve to assume that cultural appropriation and the art of Native artists 

only concern agendas for coliecting, exhibiting and interpreting visual art by Native artists. 

Public art galleries represent all art forms and cultural appropriation is concemed with ail 

aspects of an art gallery's operations-publications, film and other programmes; exhibition 

and collection of art work by both Native and non-Native artists; employees and visitors; 

library collections and gift shop merchandise; marketing and tourism-all are under 

scnitiny. Nor is the gallery isolated in itself. Its duence extends well beyond the gaflery 

space. Its publications are circulated to other art gallenes and bookstores. Many gaiiery 

workers participate in govemment cornmittees; serve on juries that allocate grants for 

galleries, exhibitions and artists; serve advisory roles on cornmittees in the education and 

government communities; write for the academic and popular presses and teach. In 

addition, art gallery workers may move fiom holding positions in public art galleries, to 



positions in commercial and government sectors, ultimately Uinuencing the various 

perceptions of art gderies and the work of Native artists. 

There are two additionai pertinent points that should be made about public art 

gaileries for this discussion: 

1. In no other area of the arts is the financial value of  an artist's creation so closely tied to 

a public institution even though public art galleries do not generaiiy deal in fine art. The 

public art gde ry  serves a definite and direct role in the art market. For example, ifthe 

last large Tom Thomson painting enters a public collection, then the market value for 

smailer works increases substantially. In the international market, a curator's 

denunciation of a major artist's work as fake may substantidy infiuence the world art 

market in his or her work. Art galleries kifil numerous roles in the market. In some 

cases, a substantial number of works by a particular artist may be deposited in an art 

gaiiery to ensure that the market is not flooded and that values decline. A municipal 

gallery's retrospective of an area anin's work can increase the market vaiue for his or 

her work. Libraries, theatres, symphonies and museums do not generally affect the 

marketplace for an anistic creation in the same way. Although public art gderies may 

distance themselves from direct involvement in the art market, they are clearly an 

essential component of the market. 

2. In Canada, public art gaiieries are uniquely seen as the primary source for al1 things 

pertaining to visuai art. Other arts organizations, such as theatres, do not generally 

research, publish and distribute books; train artists in both practical skills and 

professional development; provide school curriculum materials and programmes for 



teachers and midents fiom elementary to university levels; train their own 

professionals; accumulate and conserve coiiections. This mandate, either handed to art 

galleries or carved out by the- has isolated hem in an extremely Uinuential and 

powerfùl position conceming arts dennition in Canada. 

DELINEATING THE DEFINITION 

Just as a cornmon mode1 may be assumed for art galienes, there is an assumption 

that ail cultural appropriation is the sarne. One need ody mention the Elgin rnarbles or 

discuss the controversy surroundhg Picasso's Guernica to enter a debate on cultural 

appropriation. At the national level Canada has enacted poiicies to protect and promote 

Canadian culture (television, books, magazines) and repatriate objects of cultural 

significance. Wlthin Canada, the Native community has similady declared rights to 

cultural signification. These all mncern cultural appropriation. It is an issue that has also 

been r a i d  by specific groups: people of colour, women, gay and lesbian groups. 

Accordingiy, Stuart Blackley describes cuItural appropriation as an issue where al1 "share 

an opposition to the status quo within and outside the mainstream (52). 

In Canada, Native peoples have ofien joined with other groups to discuss their 

shared experiences and concems. Examples of this have included the 1992, About Face, 

About Frame conference for First Nations video artists and film-makers of colour 

(Dawes, Negotiating 12- 15) and Writing Thru Race, a national conference for Fkst 

Nations writers and writers of colour held in Vancouver in 1994 (McFarlane, Gagnon 6- 

8)- 



Both Natives and nonoNatives have written about cultural appropriation. Non- 

Native writers rnay address the topic on behalfof several groups and include discussions 

of the Native viewpoint (Dawes, Re-Appropriating 7- 15). Likewise, Native writers ofien 

draw on the expressions of others to support their voices. One particularly influentid 

writer on this issue has been Edward Said who approached the topic of cultural 

appropriation f%om another viewpoint. His book Orientaihm examineci how European 

culture "was able to manage-and even producethe Orient politically . . . ideologically, 

imaginatively" (260). 

This sharing can be advantageous. Certain points are articulated in a variety of 

manners and culturally specific ways; one group's concerns rnay be common to another's. 

However, there is a disadvantage, as weil. Ofken these groups are regarded and classed as 

one group-minority, ethnic, special interest, victim artists. Their differences soon 

become insignincant, their definition of cultural appropriation the sarne. This 

generalization lads nowhere; understanding specific situations may. Just because various 

groups work together to address cultural appropriation does not mean that there are no 

dflerences between the specficity of various concems and experiences. Each individual 

group's experiences and concerns rnay share common threads, but their actual 

experiences, goals, issues and expectations of resolution can ciiffer. For them the meaning 

of cultural appropriation rnay differ. 

To begin with, an examination and isolation of the dserences among certain 

groups rnay assist in determining meaning. There are major ciifferences among the various 

groups for whom cultural appropriation is an issue. In Stuart Blackley's opinion, wornen, 



as well as gay and lesbian groups "cannot separate themselves fkom the priviiege of white 

society, or claim distinctive identity and voice comparable to Native culture" (52). 

Richard Fung also makes the point that, "neither feminist nor lesbian and gay cultures have 

genealogies for which d t u r a l  self-preservation makes sense. When it cornes to race and 

ethnicity the Iogic of self-preservation seems more clearly defined; however, it is in a sense 

even more complicated" (18). Native groups can separate thernselves £tom the privilege 

of the dominant society, have claimed a distinctive voice and identity, and have a defined 

logic for cultural preservation One of the reasons cultural appropriation is complicated 

among racial groups is that each ethnic group may have experienced different types of 

wloniaiism, exclusion or domination. Therefore, not ail forms of cultural appropriation 

are the same. In Canada, the indigenous people's story and clairns are different âom 

those of the immigrants, and fiom other groups. Their historical relationship to art 

gaileries is certainly distinctive. Therefore, it is important to examine them separately. 

METHODOLOGY 

This study began with consultation with my colleagues in art galieries and artists. 

Mer  much consideration, it becarne apparent that the topic, cultural appropriation, art by 

Native artists and Canadian art galleries was either totally rnisunderstood or people were 

wary of discussing it due to a lack of knowledge or because of its association with 

wntroversial issues such as racism and censorship. As such, few people were willing to 

participate in studies or surveys and it was also obvious that these would be dficult to 

interpret and qualifil. There were too many unlmowns in this issue. Chief among these 

was the lack of information. Although there was substantial data available on art and art 



galleries in Canada, it was widely dispened and it has not been subject to extensive related 

secondary research, documentation and analysis. For example, when one says, "Canadian 

a .  gallenes did not coliect or exhibit art by Native artists", this perception is based on an 

assumption. There has been indficient analysis to determine this, one way or the other; 

permanent collection and exhibition records did not generaiiy record Native or other 

hentages. 

At this point, 1 decided that my primary goal would be to determine what cultural 

appropriation was, its Unpottance, and the role played by Canadian art gallenes relative to 

the exhibition and collection of art by Native artias. This would at least provide common 

ground on which other discussions could be buiit. 

Counterfeit Culture is i d l u e n d  by my own experiences. From 1976 to 1995,I 

was the DirectorKurator of the Laurentian University Museum and Art Centre in 

Sudbury. During my tenure, 1 curated numerous exhibitions which included art by Native 

artists. Some of these exhibitions toured to other galleries and were accompanied by 

publications. 1 was also responsible for directing the development of the Permanent 

Collection fiom a few works to well over 1000. My information and knowledge 

wnceming other institutions grew as 1 participated in numerous advisory cornmittees, 

juries and boards including those at the Art Gallery of Ontario, Royal Ontario Museum, 

Ontario Association of Art Galleries, Ontario Arts Council, Canada Council, National 

Museum Program, Ojibway Cultural Foundation and Woodland Indian Cultural Centre. 

This thesis included an extensive search of literature, not only of the topic- 

culturai appropriation, art by Native artists and Canadian art gderies-but of a broad 



spectm of associated issues nom politics to racism and post-modemkt theories13. In 

order to undertake this study a specific task was to iden te  and examine cases related to 

dtural  appropriation. One approach to this thesis may have been to follow a case study 

method. Eventuaily, 1 chose not to follow this partidar method of presentation for a 

variety of reasons. First of dl, much of the Unponant information concerning cultural 

appropriation is not in the public domain, nor e d y  drawn out. Few people seemed 

willing to go on record concerning the back-room decisions, the disputes between 

museums and art galleries, the refusai or acceptance of donations of art, and coiieaion and 

exhibition development and practices. I also weighed the benefits of this approach. What 

was to be gained by analyzing past examples? How does one weigh a case where at least 

an effort was made (for example, to exhibit art by Native artists or address cultural 

appropriation) against the non-existent case where no effort was made at all? And thudly, 

this thesis provides a forum simiiar to that of an art gallery, where presentation lends 

authority, validation or verifkation, where authenticity cornes into play. 1 am not in a 

position to evaluate certain authonties nor authenticity, nor do 1 wish to do sol4. 

l 3  1 have chosen not to include a section on various concepts for art. My particular conam was specific to 
art in the context of a public art gaUery and those ment wrïters and theorists who have influenced the 
discourse on Canadian public art galleries. 
in tbis area of my research there were certain points of interest for me. For example, whether relevant 

distinctions were king made between art galleries and museums or whether art themies were based on an 
art history which incIudedexciuded art by Native artists. There are many authors (other than those cited 
in the body of the thesis) who have idiuenced uie particular discourse 1 was interested in. For example, 
John Berger, Joseph CampbelI, Clement Greenberg, Jiirgen Habermas, Theodor Adorno, Mren 
Kierkegaard, Suzi Gablik, Daniel Kuspit, Lucy Lippard, Barbara Rose, Homi Bhaba and Trin T. Minh-ha 
represent just a few of the contributors. 

Given the size and scope of this mearch, 1 have chosen not to pursue this course in this thesis. 

l4 A preliminaxy List of pertinent examples related to cuitural appropriation in Canada may be found in 
Appendiv 1. 



1 have aiso researched and reviewed the foilowing: the history of Canadian art; art 

by Native artists and its exhibition; governrnent poiicies conceming Native peoples, art 

gaileries and museums, and the arts; the development of Canadian art galleries. From 

these materials and my own experiences, 1 have prepared this thesis. 

In art galleries, accusations of cuIturai appropriation are ofien viewed as isolated 

cases-the artist to a curator, the visitor to the art gallery, the siudent to the lecturer-but 

behind these accusations lies a much broader public. There have been considerable 

materiais generated conceming cultural appropriation. In this thesis there appear to be 

few dissenthg voices but rarely do these people articulate theu views in the written form, 

nor do they have to. "In our society," notes Russell Ferguson, "dominant discourse tries 

never to speak its own narne. Its authority is based on absence7' (1 1). There have been 

more subtle ways of demonstrating power. 

It became evident to me that although art galleries and Native peoples were 

communicating around the issue of cultural appropriation, the stumbling block with this 

issue may be that they did not share the same meaning and understanding of the term, 

cultural appropriation. Therefore, an analysis of the meaning and importance of cultural 

appropriation for Native peoples would be the first step in tackiing this problem. 



( x A m E R 2  

CULTURE, APPROPRIATION, 

CULTURAL APPROPRIATION 

It is us who must define what cufturai appropriation really means and not 

allow it to be CO-opted into the strategies of exploitation and subjugation 

that maiastream society is so expert at creating and implementing. 

K, Dawes, Re-Ap~ro~riatinn Cuftural Amro~riation 

If one is to discuss cultural appropriation in the context of art by Native artists, it 

is ciear that one must corne to a common or shared understanding of what cuitural 

appropriation means. Its meaning has been influenceci by many noted Canadians. When a 

respecteci Canadian author rnakes the following statement in a major magazine, the 

influence is substantial: 

The word "appropriation" . . . has lately become a rhetoricai weapon in the hands 

of intellectuals claùning to speak for minority rights. Its power derives, oddly, 

from its very irrationality. in my experience, people hearing of it for the hrst tirne 

cannot believe that anyone would put fonvard so ludicrous an idea: even the most 

modest education in cuituni history teaches us that art of al1 kinds has depended 

on the mUring of cultures. But just because the concept of "appropriation" stands 



so fiu outside the reaixn of cornmon sense, it has acquired the charm of the 

exotically radical and attracted an exceptional arnount of attention. (Fulford 38) 

Someone in a position of power has condescendingly dismisseci those who raise 

this issue as kationai, ludicrous, uneducated and rather lacking in wmmon sense. But 

does the writer share the same rneanuig for cultural appropriation as those fiom Native 

cultures? For most, the term cultural appropriation is a relatively simple, benign terni, but 

for the Native peoples of Canada it is an important issue that threatens to undermine their 

cultural int egrity . Certainly, cultural appropriation under Lies every activity in their 

relationship with art gallenes. At times, the cultural appropriation debate has lead to 

acrimonious relationships between these two groups. 1s cultural appropriation another of 

those words or tems for which a common meaning has been assurned and is not shared? 

If Canadian art gaüeries are to adequately 'reflect their comrnunity' and not just 

the views of the curators, boards and trustees (Bell 11); if Canadian art galleries are to 

t d y  'represent' Canadian art in ali aspects of their operations; and, if al1 are to share in the 

determination of what a public art gallery is for Canada, then those hvolved must have a 

thorough understanding of what cultural appropriation means, now, for al1 the 

participants. 

Art gdery activities such as collecting, owning, researching, interpreting, 

conserving and fiindraising all involve cultural appropriation. It is inherent to the tems 

that are so ofien employed in the literature of art-'iises", "borrows", "employs", 

"transposesy', "copies". Words employed less frequently include 'csteals", "manipulates" 

and "exp1oits". Why is this? 



Many believe we share a common understanding of what culture, appropriation 

and therefore, cultural appropriation are. However, thk is presumptuous and 

authoritative. Therefore, it is usefid to refresh our understanding of the terms culture and 

appropriation prior to examining the term cultural appropriation. 

"Culture" has had a variety of meanings in the English language (similarly in other 

languages, French-"la culture", in Gennan-"Die Kultur"). The word has evolved fiom 

an agrarïan tenn (animal culture), to a status (cultured individual), to a representation of 

distinctiveness for a particular society of peoples. It can now designate something like 'the 

culture of art wllecting' or 'Canadian culture'. 

Nationalistic rhetoric aside, Margaret Mead's notion of a pure, unique, static, 

definable culture is no longer possible (if it ever was) given the global nature of intrusion 

that has occurred to every indigenous group. These intrusions, whether they are physical 

or technological in nature, result in people gradually incorporating the ways of others as 

theirs. Many would agree with Richard Fung's conclusion that al1 cultures, and the 

definition of those cultures, demonstrate some degree of appropriation (1 8). 

The definition of particular cultures and the tenn culture is within the domain of 

anthropologists and ethnologists. A simple notion of culture, for Michael Moennan, is the 

"unifody owned property of a discrete society" (4). For him, a more complex concept 

"emphasises that culture is a set-perhaps a synem-of pnnciples of interpretation, 

together with the products of that systemn(4). For James Cliffiord, culture is a particularly 

Western notion and cultures are simply ethnographie collections (Out There 153). The 

appropriation of culture (whether by an insider or an outsider), according to CWord, 



irnplies "a specific temporal position and form of historical narrationW(Out 7here 153); the 

appropriation is an Uusory effort since, "Cultures do not hold still for their portraits" 

(Predicmnnt 1 O). 

The development of a 'portrait' for a culture involves cultural interpretation. In 

Clifford Geertz's opinion, the cultural history is interpretative of the flow of social 

discourse and "the interpreting involved consists in tqing to rescue the 'said' of such 

discourse from its penshing occasions and fix it in perusabie terms . . 320). For Geertt, 

cultural interpretation is, by its very nature, continuous and incomplete (Vogel53). It is 

not a truth business (Vogel53). Cultural interpretation invariably involves translation and 

in Geertz's opinion: 

'Translation' here, is not simply recasting of other's ways of putting t h g s  in 

terms of our own ways of putting them . . . but displaying the logic of their ways 

of putting them in the locutions of ours; a conception which again bnngs it rather 

closer to what a critic does to iliuminate a poem than what an astronomer does to 

account for a star. ( Works 143) 

From the simple notion of culture you now have: culture zs a Western notion of 

collecting (@propriaiin@ uniform sets of owned pinciples of interpre tution and their 

prOarcts, from a discrete society; the collection implying a speczjic tirne and historic 

narration. CulturaI definition imtolves continuous anù incomplete interpre fation of 

social discourse which is qected by the qua&y of the transIution. It is not a truth 

business. 



Unfortunately, it has taken some t h e  to arrive at this interpretation; particularly, 

the notion that it was noi a tmth business. In the meantirne, culturai histories for 

particular peoples were written and prornulgated as fact, oflen to the disadvantage of the 

original cultures. 

Interestingiy, CiBord also notes how art and culture presuppose each other, the 

similarities in the development of these two terms, and how "culture . . . strains towards 

aesthetic form and autonomy"(Out Bere 153). Cohcidentaliy, the above notion of 

culture and its interpretation could easiiy be used to characterise art gaileries and ari. 

Like culture, an artwork, by itself, does not have meaning, but relies instead on the 

viewer's interpretation and translation to provide a meaning. This meaning is produced 

and developed within the scope of social discourse. Art galleries have been pnmarily 

concerned with producing meaning for art, according to specific Western cultural 

practices. 

In my research, it was not clear that there were any equivalent concepts for 

culture or art (Dickason 10 wetis]) in North American Native concepts other than those 

introduced by the Euro-Arnerican culture. On this point, James Clifford believes that, 

" 'Culture' and 'art' can no longer be simply extended to non-Western peoples and things. 

They can at worst be imposed, at best t rmIuted4oth historically and politically 

contingent operationsls"(~zri ï?zere 1 55). 

" 1 have continued to use art by Native arîists and refer to Native cultures. The deve1opment of more 
appropriate terms, in English, may lie somewhere in the fiiture. This is an area which 1 chose not to 
pursue in this thesis. Further information on James ClifforCs ratiomiiation may be fouad in his article 
On Collecting Art and Culhrre and in his relatexi books. 



Rehuning to the concept of culture, one requires concepts for both Native and 

non-Native cultures to discuss cultural appropriation. Both of these concepts are rather 

broad generalizations and are, therefore, ciifficult to define. On the concept of Western 

culture, Deborah Root has remarked that, 

Any concept of a single, unifieci Western culture is a constmction based on a 

multitude of transcultural and transhistorical fictions that do not hold up under 

close inspection-too many margins, too many subdtures. . . . it rarely has to be 

defineci, even though it refers to an extremely complex cluster of ideas and events 

that have shifted enormously in the past two miliennia. (1 53) 

The same c m  be said for Native culture. 

The abstractions, Western culture or Euro-American culture, incorporate the 

cultures of numerous individual nations-Britain, German, and the U. S. A, to name a few. 

Likewise, the term Native culture represents rnany specific Native nations7 cultures. 

Jirnmie Durham explains this association, "despite great ciifferences in language and 

culture . . . we Indians of the Arnericans fed more of a kinship with each other than we 

do with non-Indian citizens of our countries"(Certain 97 [Cherokee]). 

To compare and contrast these two abstract concepts of culture, one cannot aiso 

assume that there is an absolute space between the two (Root X I I I ) .  Just as Western 

culture incorporates aspects of Native cultures (Weatherford 253-55), Native cultures 

have absorbed features of Western culture. ". . . Indians of the Arnericas have a subtle 

colonial overlay to our self-definition," writes Jimmie Durham, ''which is almoa 

impossible to separate out "(lmd 1 43 [Cherokee]). 



However, to enter any discoune involving cultural appropriation, one rnust rely on 

a conceptual shorthanding for these cultures. There are many different interpretations of 

Native and nonoNative cultures and it is these interpretations, and how they are arrived at, 

that are at the crux of this issue. 

Appropriation involves several different issues and questions. The term culhirai 
m 

appropriation refers to the rneaning of appropriation as 'to take over as one's own', 

either by permission or seizure. Many will argue that, historically, cuiturai appropriation 

was advantageous and beneficiai to those who were subjected to appropriation-bat the 

advantages far outweighed the disadvantages. As previously quoted, "many believe that 

art of ail kinds has depended on the mucing of cultures" (Fulford 38). Ifthis is s q  then 

why has the issue become, and why does it remain, so wntentious for the Native peoples 

of Canada? It is the specificity of appropriation, as it applies to Native art and Canadian 

art galleries, that I am searching for. 

Appropriation takes place within a culture. When describing this occurrence in a 

group of young Native artists in the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  Ruth Phillips said they were, 

not replicating the visual foms of the past, which are comprehensible ody to rihial 

practitioners, but have transfomed them into new kinds of art in order to explore 

their meanings in the context of the modem world. This "appropriation" is 

legitimate for these artists because it is a means of preserving knowledge for fuhire 

generations and of uniting the self between two worlds. (qtd. in McMaster, 

P ditics 14) 



Artiaic appropriation between Native groups has even r a i d  questions within the Native 

arts community (Townsend-Gault 9 1, Watson 3 8), but these discussions are not at the 

forefront of concerns as expressed by Native cornmentators. Having said this, 1 have 

recently found out that this very issue wiU be a subject of discussion at an upcorning 

meeting of the Native American Art Association (October, 1997, Berkeley). As a result, 

this situation may change in the fiiture. 

Certainf y, Native artists appropriate aspects of non-Native culture. Carl Beam 

commented that he faced two confrontational groups in his early years as a professional 

artist. He identifieci these as "non native people hostile to a native person appropnating 

images denved largely from white culture" and "native artists telling me that my work 

was not native"(68 [Ojibwa]). Many Natives have been similarly confrontecl with these 

comments when faced with the issue of cultural appropriation. 

As Robert Houle has noted, Native artists not only straddle two cultures, but two 

histories (Spirituai 7 1 [Saulteaux]). Recently, most Natives were raised and educated in 

or by Western culture (sometimes forcibly). Their views on the appropriation of Western 

culture by Natives will vary, but Richard Hill expresses one opinion: 

Anyone with an hiaorical perspective on First Nations culture will be aware that 

we didn't so much appropriate White culture, as had it shoved d o m  Our throats. 

The 'give and take' between cultures Whites like to taik about has been a matter of 

us giving and them taking. Because of imbaiance of power, native use of western 

culture is not likely to replace [a non-Native's] voice. (1 7 [Cree]) 



Native peoples have rights to both cultures. Although Western culture 

appropriated aspects of Native cultures, few non-Natives recognise this or are even 

conscious of it. Non-Natives cannot make the same claims to Native culture as Natives 

can to Western culture. funmie Durham has comrnented on non-Natives who do make 

claims to Native ongins. He remarks, "surely there is not another part of the world 

wherein members of the racist oppressor society clah to be members of the oppressed 

group. (The Arnericans do not, of course, claim any of the concomitant disadvantages)" 

(Certmn 172 [Cherokee]). Ardith Walkern illustrates this debate nom her perspective: 

1 have a great-grandfather who was Irish, but 1 am not "part-Irish." Although 1 

can appreciate "Irish culture," 1 have no affiliation with Ireland. My European- 

based education undoubtedly means, however, that 1 h o w  more about Ireland, 

Irish culture, and the present-day situation in Ireland than the ovenvhelming 

number of those "part-Indian" people know about the reality of First Nations. 

#en 1 am descnbing myself, I say 'Naka'  pamux kin" meaning "1 am 

Maka' pamw," not meaning that 1 have one parent or one (or more) grandparents 

who were Nlaka'pamux, but that I m  . (32-3) 

In ment arts criticism, appropriation has corne to designate a specific 

postmodernist practice that has undermined the Western art world's notions of 

authenticity, presence and orïginality-all of which were essential notions for the ordered 

discourse of the art gaiiery (Crimp 58). In this form of appropriation Douglas Crimp has 

noted that, "The fiction of the creating subject gives way to a fkank confiscation, 

quotation, excerptation, accumulation, and repetition of already existing images7'(58). Art 



praaice now embraces appropriations of style, content, authorship and materials; this 

practice contributing to the graduai disintegration of boundaries between high and low, 

good and bad art. 

In Canada, artists adopted aiI aspects of appropriation. In 1973-74, Murray 

Favro recreated one of Van Gogh's paintings. Van Gogh's Room simulateci the painting 

in sculpture, wmplete with perspective distortions and a siide projection of the painting 

(Bumett 242). Renée Van Halm created sculptures based on architecture depicted in early 

Italian Renaissance paintings. David Bierk re-created magazine covers and appropriated 

and reworked Baroque paintings. Popular iwns such as Popeye were used by Sandra 

Meigs; Andy Fabo drew over old prints; Michael Snow re-staged the paintings of the 

Group of Seven in photographs (Dompierre 22). Appropriation of this type was embraced 

and accepted by the visual arts community. 

According to JO- Anne Bimie Danzker, "Appropriation is a respectable artistic 

device in western culture. On one hand it may function as an homage or a means of 

estabiishing artistic lineage and cultural continuity. On the other it can provide a means of 

critique, through ironic representation or transformation of existing works of art" (22). 

However, she also points out that appropriation by nonoNative artists of Native culture 

"may be a key, if inadvertent, element of the strategy of control of the Other"(22). 

At t his point in the ,  appropriation within a culture, arnong Native cultures and of 

Western culture, ifnot sanctioned, do not appear to be as contentious as the trans-cultural 

appropriation of Native culture by non-Natives. A 1990-93 mandate study of the Thunder 

Bay Art Gallery w e y e d  both Native and nonoNative practitioners in the art field on the 



issue of appropriation. It was found that, "For the most part, Euro-Canadians use the 

term to denote a contemporary or Postmodem mode of production. Artists of the First 

Nations, however, often use the term and its implied practice as a site of dtural and 

political stniggle" (Houle 75 [Saulteam]). It is this variance of meaning that interests 

me-the specific meaning accorded to cultural appropriation by Native peoples. (In the 

discussion of cultural appropriation, it is important to note that the terni is oflen just 

signified by 'appropriation'.) 

"Ail meaning," according to Michael Moemann, "is in relation to a context" (7). 

In order to educe the meanhg of cultural appropriation, in the context of art by Native 

artists and art galleries, it is necessary to unwrap the various expressions, emotions and 

intentions specific to the term and to examine the different contexts of its usage. Initidy, 

I will examine the meaning Eoni the context of the Native standpoint. 

No doubt there are extreme viewpoints among Native peoples' views of cultural 

appropriation (some may even approve of appropriation [Girling 17]), however there 

exists a considerable body of work on the importance of this issue. My concem is to 

extract a unique definition for cultural appropriation as it relates to the art of Native 

artists, that wiil have meaning to both sides of the debate, for both Native artists and those 

in art galleries. Obviously, Native artias and writers have been the moa vocal on this 

issue and it is important to understand the meaning of this term as articulateci tiom the 

Native standpoint. In Car1 Bearn's opinion the word 'appropriation', 

as it appiies to politics is closer to the word theft, whereas in art practice 

appropriation comes closer to the word synthesis. The use of the word 



appropriation itseifgenerally misleads, because it does not differentiate the nuance 

of synthesis, which cm lead to a new way of seeing the supposedly appropriated 

image. (68 [Ojibwa]) 

In art practice, what are these different 'nuances' of appropriation that can transform or 

mislead, that gives a particular meanhg to cultural appropnation in the context of art by 

Native artists and art gaileries? 

Basic interpretations of cultural appropriation have ùicluded "white writers using 

stories of other cultures" (Ross 2) and non-Natives using Native images or writing about 

Native art. By examining what has been said about cultural appropriation, a more 

definitive meaning can be developed, one that explains "its implied practice as a site of 

cultural and political struggle9'. 

The Metis writer and filmrnaker, Loretta Todd, provides a preliminary definition 

for the act of cultural appropriation: 

Appropriation occurs when someone else speaks for, tells, defines, describes, 

represents, uses or recruits the images, stories, experiences dreams of others for 

their own. Appropriation also occurs when someone else becomes the expert on 

your experience and is deemed more knowledgeable about who you are than 

yourself. (Notes 24) 

Drawing on Todd's example: ~Itural appropnation occurs when someone else 

defineduses your cultural information and then becomes an e p r t  deemed more 

knowiedgeabble t h  yourse[f: 



Appropriation of Native peoples' voices focuses on the issues of identity and 

authenticity (Walkem 32 waka'pamux]) and, as Deborah Root has pointed out, 

appropriation is dependent on a rhetonc of origins (80). The 'someone else' in this case is 

non-Native. 

Appropriation is likened to robbery, mockery and the betrayai of trust (Dawes 14). 

If appropriation is simply another word for theft, it appears to entaii a profound sense of 

culturd entitlement and ownership by both the appropriator and the subject of 

appropriation (Root 72). This implies rights to cultural information. 

Note how ownership is expressed in the definition of cultural appropriation. 

Gerald McMaster provides one o v e ~ e w :  

The artists on the West Coast corne fiom very different Msud traditions, where 

individual rights to the possession of clan symbols can exist. The right to express 

one's clan symbols pubiicly and for profit is dflerent ffom owning stories or 

narratives of a people or drawing on a visual tradition that is seen as the property 

of spirituai leaders. George Longfish offers an updated interpretation of such a 

dilemma: ownlng "cultural information," he says, is basicaiiy knowing and 

understanding certain information and making one's own choices and decisions. 

(Politics 1 1 plains Cree]) 

Les Goforth provides another viewpoint, ''1 understand there is a foreign law that says ail 

artifacts are property of the Crown or Governent of Canada, and yet these artifacts in 

their entirety belong to the ancestors of the first people and no one else" (14 [Cree]). The 



meaning for ownership may m e r  between Native and nomNative groups and it may even 

vary among Native groups. 

Cultural appropriation, according to Webster, "not only impiies taking away for 

another use, but ofken one which is unbeneficiai to the original user" (29 ~wakiutl]). It 

has been referred to as an agent of patriarchy, naming, dominance (Todd, Notes 26-30 

wetis]); a political act of interference, destruction, possession and assimilation (Walkem 

32-38 ~aka'parnux]). Cultural appropriation also irnpties, "the exploitative absence of 

accountabiiity and a related lack of respect for values which has generated work that is at 

best of poor and unreliable quality and at worst simply offensive and totaiiy destructive," 

for Kwame Dawes (10). As Ardith Walkem notes, 

Native peoples have become very fiustrated at the refusa1 of Euroamericans to 

truly own and take responsibility for their history here on this continent. For the 

most part, Euroamericans do not deny that these t h g s  happened, simply that they 

do not comect them with the present reality of First Nations people. (34 

waka7 pamux~) 

To extend the initial definition: cultural appropriation occurs when a non-Native 

defineduses your owned cultural information and then becornes an expert deemed more 

knowledgeable than yourself, whereby. ymfeel robbed. m&d ami that your mrst har 

been betrayed Cuitural information is t h  away, use* another purpose, oofin not 

berteficial to the original owner. Cultural appropriation is a political act of domination, 

interference and destnrction. II implies un exploitive absence of accountabilïty, 

re.pomllSIbility, and respect for Natne values a d  the present reality of First Nations. 



Cultural appropriation is also about financiai gain at the expense of Native 

peoples. Ioane Cardinal-Shubert States that, 

Money, that is what appropriating is about. Whether the issue is land or art or 

iconography or ceremonial reliquiae, the focus of the deprivation is money. 

Something to be gained by imitation, copying, stealing. Where do ethics enter this 

issue, where does the law intervene? (20) 

Native peoples do not gain income when others package images of them, "their 

characteristics and experiences, incorporate them according to trendy, whimsical fashion, 

and market them for a fast buck," according to Janisse Browning, (3 1 

[ChippewaKherokee]). Not only does the financial gain not accrue to Native peoples, but 

as Dawes has recognized, "white artias have had p a t e r  access to the money available, 

even when they are telling stones that have been taken &om the cultures of the 'minority' 

peopleyy (Dawes IO). 

Loretta Todd believes that acts of cultural appropriation often result in the 

valorisation of Native culture and that, 

In an extension of the concept of property and colonial conquest, the artists do not 

value or respect cultural Merence, but instead seek to own dflerence, and 

with this ownership to increase their own worth. They become image barons, story 

conquistadors, and merchants of the exotic. (Notes 30 Wetis]) 

Robert Houle wmments on this commercialisation of Native culture by making a 

cornparison, 



The continued popular and commercial annexation of anothef s identity* and the 

acceptance of such activity as normal business practice, is like using racial 

stereotypes of the English, and the French, and the Spanish, to promote and seU 

First Nations products. This could, of course, never happen because First Nations 

peoples have no access to the cultural apparatus. (Houle, Spiritual 6 1 -62 

Saultawr]) 

Deborah Root believes that appropriation is completely different from sharing or 

borrowing because "it involves the taking up and cornmodification of aesthetic, culturai, 

and, more recently, spiritual foms of a society. Culture is neatly packaged for the 

consumer's convenience"(70). 

Manvan Hassam observes that capitalism has shifted from exploitation to 

appropriation of indigenous aesthetics. He notes that, "the scorn and contempt upon 

first contact was reversai, fashioning a set of crafl 'noms' and mas-market object 

4norms,' and now, high aesthetic 'noms' to gamer power through aesthetics" (29). 

Cultural appropriation is about domination and the arrogation of power (R Hi11 17 

[Cree]). It is not only taking over and using as one's own, but the act signifies the ability 

to do so (Root 70). Deborah Root comments on this point: 

Appropriation has to do with who decides what is interesting enough to 

commandeer and reproduce, usualiy someone frorn the more powemil group who 

is in a position to select and use whatever happens to catch her eye. When an 

outsider decides which aspects of a cultural and aesthetic tradition to take up and 

emphasise and which to ignore, these decisions may have nothing to do with the 



intemal meanings of the dances, art forms, and ceremonies withui the culture in 

which they were created. . . . fragments are taken up and manipuiated. (Root 78) 

A number of points can now be added to the definition: cultural appropriation is 

about money-rhe loss of and accesr to money and the valorization and commodzj?cation 

of Narve culture through cqifalism. It denofes a p u e r  stnrggle and relates fo ethical 

mid legal issues, exoticism and stereotpes- 

Much of the discussion wncerning cultural appropriation centers on the inclusion, 

ownership and interpretation of historicai Native art(Xacts) in collections. Paradoxically, 

exclusion is also a major issue in the debate, and is one criticism that is particularly aimed 

at art galleries. How uin 'cultural appropriation', which primady relates to inclusion, 

also encompass exclusion? Alfied Young Man addresses this anomaly: 

Why have Western art critics and historians neglected and al but rejected the 

Native American art world as a valid subject for study, research and exhibition 

when they most certainly have not rejected the English, French, Italian and other 

European, American, Canadian or even Russian cultural histories as being invalid 

subjects? (Indgem 82 [Plains Cree]) 

Young Man's question is rhetorical. The answer lies in the fact that, through cultural 

appropriation, Native culture and its art(iacts) have, until recently, been defined as those 

things other than art, or considered as being peripheral to the main discourse on art 

(primitive). Re-definition led to exclusion and access was denied because of lingering 

stereotypes for Native art (static, primitive) based on outrnoded concepts canied over 

from anthropology (Vogel46). Accord'ig to Robert Houle, "Exclusion from western 



representation is deeply rooted in and even protected by a structure that authorizes and 

legitimizes certain representations while blocking, prohibithg or invalidathg others" 

(Soverezgnty 3 1 [Sault eaux]). 

There appears to be a contradiction of wants: the demand for the repatriation of 

historical objects is juxtaposed with pressure for art gderies to exhibit and collect 

contemporary objects. For Lee-Ann Martin this is not a contradiction at d, but, 

"manifestations of the same motivation by Aboriguial peoples for control of our own 

culture and heritage" (36). In her view, 

museums play an important role in the development of contemporary art. Serious 

cotiecting and the scholarly interpretation of artists' work estabiishes critical 

frameworks and encourages dynamic discourses within which the artist and the 

larger arts comrnunity can mature. In addition, art museums provide for the visual 

exploration and reinforcement of individual and collective identities within 

regional, national and international contexts. (36-37 pohawk]) 

As the artist Jimrnie Durham has said, "We want to figure out how not to entertain 

you, yet still engage you in the discussion about what is redy the centre of your reality, 

aithough an aiways invisible centre" (Certain 125 [Cherokee]). Native artists want to be 

present but on their own terms. Participation in the primas, arts field also requires access 

to both the productive and consumptive levels in Canada, but Natives were metaphorically 

and physically transportai away from the centres of cultural production and were denied 

suficient capital to develop a separate sphere of cuitural production (Hassam 29). 



Acwrding to Houle, exclusion and re-definition has led to a revolt by contemporary 

Native artist s, 

against their exclusion fiom Western art; it is iike a palace insurrection whose 

artisans want to create narratives different fiom those surroundhg the residiig, 

foreign, queen. . . . The real challenge facing these artists is to question all of that 

history; for one thing, they have never been part of it. They know why they have 

been excluded. (Spirimal 70-7 1 [Saultaw]) 

Loretta Todd makes the final comment: "For me, the dennition of appropriation 

originates in its inversion, cultural autonorny. Cultural autonomy signifies a right to 

cultural specificity, a right to one's origins and histories as told from within the culture and 

not as mediated £kom without" (Notes 24 wetis]). 

To nnish the definition, according to its cultural specificity, requires one final 

extension: cultural appropriation occurs when a nonoNative defineduses your owned 

cultural idormation and then becomes an expert deemed more knowledgeable than 

yourself. whereby, you feel robbed, mocked and that your trust has been betrayed. 

Cultural information is taken away, used for another purpose, often not beneficial to the 

original owner. Cultural appropriation is a political act of domination, intefierence and 

destruction. It implies an exploitive absence of accountability, responsibility, and respect 

for Native values and the present reality of First Nations peoples. 

Cultural appropriation is about money-the loss of and access to money and the 

valorization and cornmodification of Native culture through capitalism. It denotes a 

power struggle and relates to ethical and legal issues, exoticism and stereotypes. Cultural 



cp>propriation pertaim to 00th the inclusion and exclusion of Native artisfs und their mt 

in Wesîent culture. 

This meanhg for ciilturai appropriation is radically different and contradicts the 

meaning accorded appropriation by many Euro-Canadians to denote a Postmodem art 

practice. For Native peoples, the appropriation of Native cuiture by non-Natives is neither 

a 'respectable artistic device', a form of 'homage' nor an acceptable means for others to 

establish artistic limage and cultural continuity. 

There is one more distinguishing point to this type of appropriation that 1 would 

Wce to add: cultural appropriation of this type is vociferously challenged appropriation. 

Lee Maracle provides one such challenge: 

If you conjure a character based on your in-fort stereotypes and trash my world, 

that's bad writing-racist literature and 1 will take you on for it. If 1 tell you a 

story and you write it d o m  and collect the royal coinage from this story, that's 

steaüng-appropriation of culture. But if you imagine a character who is from my 

world, atternpting to deconstruct the attitudes of yours, while you may not be 

stealing, you ai11 lave yourself open to criticism unless you do it well. (Posr- 

CoIoniai 15 wétis Saiish]) 

Many non-Native writers and curators, with the best intentions, have atternpted to 

'do it weii' but are stiil relying on extensive (inappropriate) research and biased 

experiences. 'Doing it well' is from the Native perspective. Acquiring a Native 

perspective, according to M e d  Young Man, requires: 



A great deal of philosophical jurisprudence, wisdom, and respect for American 

Indian traditions and customs . . . dong with a ubiquitous knowledge of the 

tumultuous changes currently taking place within the many native wrnmunities in 

the U.S.A. and Canada. Developing a native perspective is no smaii order, a 

perspective which is as imperaiive as it is essentiai to an understanding and 

appreciation of native art. . . . it must be recognized that the discussion and study 

of Indian Art fiorn a native perspective will challenge the most emphatic Western 

dogmatism presented about the subject however it is ontologidy sumrned up. 

(Issues 26 [Plains Cree]) 

1s there a certain point at which tram-cultural appropriation by non-Natives would 

not be challenged? There certainly is little indication of this from those who identifïed 

themselves as Native. Trying to resolve the conditions in the definition of cultural 

appropriation, acquiring a Native perspective or fiilfilling Loretta Todd's inversion, 

cultural autonomy, are al1 taii orders for most non-Natives. However, there have been 

some attempts, by others, to express the least offensive position. As Deborah Root has 

noted, "There is a very fine line between appreciation and appropriation, respect and self- 

aggrandisement, a line that is always shifting and impossible to decide in advance" (102). 

In Fung's opinioq cultural appropriation can represent, "sharing or exploitation, mutual 

leaming or silencing, collaboration or unfair gain, and, more often than not, both aspects 

simultaneously" (21). Kwame Dawes States that, "1 make a distinction between 

exploitative readings of my experience and readigs that emerge out of dialogue and 

honest interaction founded on comrnon humanity" (9). Respect, sharing, honesty ; a 



recognition and understanding of what cultural appropriation means for Native peoples; all 

codd result in change ifpeople were williag to change. 

The meaning for cultural appropriation can be found, in part, in the expressions of 

others but its meaning also lies in the importance this issue has for the Native peoples of 

Canada. The importance of cultural appropriation as a 'site for cultural and political 

stmggle' for Native peoples is not only iinked to authorities vested in museums and art 

galleries, but to a broad spectnim of institutions (universities) and discipiines that maimain 

notions of Western culture. For Native peoples the concept of cultural appropriation 

signifies certain issues, including: Aboriginal Rights, the separation and (re)constniction of 

identity, the repatriation of culture, as well as the subversion of the stereotypical 

preconception of the word 'Native'. 

In What More Do They Want?, Loretta Todd surnmarkes the Native 

perspective, a perspective which views cultural appropriation as one more Western 

programme in the ongoing domination of Native peoples, 

Just as the early missionaries were arms of the state working on Our redemption so 

that the wealth of our souls-and our lands could be offered up to the church and 

state, so the cultural missionaries are seeking Our aesthetic souls. We have become 

the source of spiritual merit badges for the politicaily correct, and conduits to the 

cosmos for the instant shamans of the New Age. We are red siaers to some 

feminists in their bid for female essentialisrn; to makers of images who search for 

greater fun and profit, we serve their needs for the exotic or the naive. (72 [Metis]) 



As nich, it is unlikely that Native peoples view cultural appropriation as less 

important or any diffierent fiom previous acts of subjugation. Non-Natives may not equate 

cultural appropriation with practices of colonialism, assimilation or subjugation. For them, 

this issue simply revolves around rights to cultural information and art(iacts), as separate 

entities, but the Natives' debate is inextricably linked to al1 aspects of their lives. Ifwe 

return to Loretta Todd's inverse of cultural appropriation, cultural autonomy, she States 

that, "the basis of cultural autonomy is contained within the concept of Abonginai Title 

and Rights. Abonginal Title has been described as a concept of jurisprudence that 

articulates a relationship of a people to their traditional lands. Traditional lands are 

defined by traditional use and occupancy, fiom Aboriginal Title flow Aboriginal Rights" 

(Notes 26 wétis]). She provides a list over which Abonginal Title presides: land, 

resources and environment; collective self-determination or  self-government; 

citizenship/membership in aboriginal nations/communities; economic development and 

training; hunting, trapping, fishing, harvesting and gathering; customary law and 

enforcement; language, culture and religion; ducation; health; and fiscal relations (Notes 

26 wétis]). According to Young Man, "Native Amencan ~e~determination, in fact, lives 

on through art" (Metqhysics 84 [Cree]). Neither art, nor cultural information are 

discrete entities, nor are they separable ffom Native daily M e  and existence. 

Isolating cultural information and objects fiom the rest of Native life is vimially 

impossible. The link between cultural information and art to  the daily lives and issues of 

Native peoples, the link to the people themselves, is repeatedly underhed in their 

writings. When a non-Native talks of cultural appropriation and art by Native artists, he 



or she may not realize the close ties that art and culture have for Natives to aboriginal 

rights and self-determination. As Ardith Walkem has stated, "Our right to tell Our own 

stones is nothing less than the right to self-determination" (38 [Maka'pamux]). 

McMaster and Martin iink artistic rights to human, political, land, religious and moral 

rights in their struggle for selfkietermination and sovereignty (17 1992 plallis Cree, 

Mohawk]). These in tum are central to the aspirations of First Nations artists (Houle, 

Sovereignty 30 [Saulteaux]) and are difEcult to isolate f?om what art is for Native peoples. 

Accordmg to Edward Poitras' definition, "Indian art is a movement within an indigenous 

temtory of self-recognition and self-determination. It is a continuation of its past which 

goes beyond recorded history and has S U M V ~  because of its essence and truth in nature" 

(24 wétis]). 

Another way to illustrate this relationship would be to examine how art is taught. 

It is interesting to contrast a non-Native approach to teaching Native people art with 

Native directed programmes. In the 1950s, the Provincial Museum of British Columbia 

and the Department of Anthropology at the University of British Columbia, concemed 

with the loss of skilis by the West Coast Native carvers, started a programme whereby 

students leamed about art by studying and copying actual museum pieces (Vastokas, Bill 

Reid 19). They were following traditional Western methods for teaching artists. In 

contrast, by 1974, the first Indart programme was offered at the Saskatchewan Indian 

Cultural College in Saskatoon. Here. the histories of Native art and Western art were 

combined. In the art programme, students leanid Native ways and values, expenenced 

spiritual practices and ceremonies while living on the land of a reserve, and produced their 



work with nanird materials (Tousley 41). Again, in Native phiiosophy, art is not a 

discrete entity leamed from copying examples, but inextricably îinked to the daily lives and 

cultures of Native peoples. 

To the Western muid rights to cultural information rnay simply be covered by 

Canadian copwght laws. In its basic form these laws assure ownership of images, stories, 

etc., to the originator for a set period of the.  These laws also apply to original creations 

by Native artists. However, the primary concem with cultural appropriation is the rights 

to images, objects and stories that have been handed d o m  through generations which are 

owned collectively by elders, a tradition, the cultures or in some cases, families and clans. 

These are not protected under the copyright laws as the originator may or may not be 

identified. Native peoples are asserting their rights to their own cultural information in a 

form dBerent fiom the copy~@~t laws but in a form essential to the maintenance of their 

cultures and daily lives. 

In Western culture, art can have an existence of its own, independent of the human 

factor and sometimes it even takes precedent over the humad6. For native peoples, it 

appears that art and cultural information can not be separateci in the same way. 

Chdenging cultural appropriation is important to Native peoples because it imposes or 

forces this separation. 

There have been some steps taken to address this issue. Recognition, by non- 

Natives, of the interconneaion of art and culture to Native rights and Me, and its 

l6 Note, for example, the ex-otdinary Sorts underiaken duMg the 1st two World Wars to 9ve  and 
pmtect art. 



ramifications, is beginning to occur. Recently, in British Columbia, museums have been 

asked to become involved in land daims (Lynch 54) and the terms of several land claims in 

the Northwest Territories are Linked to heritage and museums (Patterson 1 57- 158). 

Significant agreements were also made for the repatriation of sacred objects and human 

remains, and improved access to coilections and condtation by Native peoples were 

negotiated, as a result of the Task Force on Museums and Fint ~ e o ~ l e s "  (1989-1992 

w l ,  Nkk~ 8 1-84]). 

As it is being discovered, it is difliicult to separate cultural information and 

art(ifacts) from other aspects of Native iife in the same way that Euro-American art can be 

severed frorn its originating cultures. This is easier for Western art because social and 

cultural information represent but a srnail portion of meaning. The importance of the role 

of art, and therefore cultural appropriation, for Native peoples to their cultural identity is 

made clear by Alfred Young Man: "Naturai resources and land are not the only items 

Euro-Americans have laid claim to since theu arriva1 in North Arnerica. Native art must 

be counted as well, and it remains the Indian world's last bastion of defence against a 

directionless, materialistic, immoral society" ( h e s  27 [Cree]). Consequently, there is 

much more at stake for Native peoples, in the issue of cultural appropriation, than what is 

considered appropriation in Western art practice. In the discourse on art galleries, 

cultural appropriation and art by Native artists, museums and art galleries are obviously 

the focus of a much broader wncern. 

17 For more detailed information on this Task Force, d e r  to Appendix 2. 



It is not surprishg that art galeries and museums are principal locales for this 

debate. Art galleries are among the most important sites presewhg records by and about 

Native peoples. Currently these records fiuiction to the advantage of the dominant society 

and lack reality for Native peoples. Their usefbhess sustains partidar Western views of 

Native culture. According to Deborah Root, "Art can operate as an alibi for cannibal 

power because of its ability to gild ugly social and historical facts with the patina of taste 

and beauty . . . . The presence of art can draw attention away from the extent to which its 

practice continues to be dependent on a rhetoric of exclusion and mastery" (1 8). 

In his article, "Cultures in Conflict: The Problem of Discourse", Robin 

Ridington quotes a Nuu-Chah-Nulth Elder, Simon Lucas, "It's important that we remain 

difFerent. That way, you and 1 will get to know the meaning of understanding. What it 

means to understand anot her man's culture" (275-276). Retaining diierence and the 

identification of that ciifference has been a motivating force for Native peoples in the issue 

of cultural appropriation. In a strange way, Canadians have promoted this sarne 

philosophy through the Multicultural act (cohcidentally, Native peoples are excluded fiom 

this a d 8  WcFarlane 221) with other cultures, but have failed to support the actions of 

Native peoples to assert their own cultures. Dedarations of dserence and protectionkt 

acts have often been met with dismissai, insult, stmggle, confrontation and violence. For 

Native peoples, this has been an extremely difncult exercise to sustain. According to 

Gerald McMaster and Lee-Am Martin, "To be an Aboriginal person, to idente  with an 

" Section 2 of the Multicuihiral Act excludes the Yukon., the Northwest Temtories, and Fim Nations and 
Band CounciIs. 



indigenous hentage in these late colonial times, requires a Me of reflection, critique, 

persistence and struggle" (1 1 plains Cree, Mohawk]). 

The role of aesthetics and the art gdery have contniuted to that stniggle for 

identity in a complex and ambivalent way. Art often determines the identity for Native 

peoples, in a broader social context. As Jon Bird has wrnmented, 

Withh the discursive formation of hegemonic practices, which constitutes the 

totality of dominant and subordinate social and cultural relations, discourses of art 

in their traditional aesthetic, historical and evaluative modes have played, and 

continue to play, an important role in articulating individual and social identities. 

One particular example would be the cultural legitimacy provided by art history, 

for the construction of a 'national heritage' as an ideological site for renewing a 

selectively conservative vision of the pst within the confines of an guthoritarian, 

and ritualized, present. (34) 

Few Canadians would agree on a definition for Canadian identity. Yet, throughout 

the years, Canadians have consistently undertaken substantiai efforts to forcefully mould 

Native peoples in their mirror image. Their success has been limited, but their efforts have 

been nothing but persistent. For Native peoples, making an issue of cultural appropriation 

is a way to insure and promote an understanding of Native identity as separate and 

difSerent . 

A substantial portion of Native identity is tied to culturd art(ifacts) which have 

been removed fiom Native communities. The repatriation of cultural artciacts) is aiso an 



important objective in the issue of CU1tura.i appropriation. The massive acquisition of 

historical Native objects by museums and gailenes is extraordinary. The great penod of 

collection of art by Native artists occurred in the second halfof the nineteenth century, 

spurred on by the impetus of the 'vanishing race' (Berlo 2). Unfortunately, by the early 

twentieth century, much of the art by Native artias was dispersed throughout the world, 

devoid of context and documentation, and classified and described according to European 

interests of the time (Berlo 3-6). In addition to substantial Canadian museum collections, 

international museums and galleries acquired extensive holdings of art by Native artists. It 

is estimated that there are between 250,000 and 300,000 historicai Northwest Coast 

Native objects, aione, in international collections (Harrison 12). Native people are not 

generally located near, or aliowed access to, their own cultural art(ifacts), nor do they 

often have input on their use and definition. 

'Levelling the playing field' is another major thnist in this issue (Fung 22). In 

Richard Fung's view, "The critique of cultural appropriation is therefore first and foremost 

a strategy to redress historicaily established inequities by raising questions about who 

controis and benefits from cultural resources7' (1 8). An important mission for 

contemporary Native artists concems the interpretation of these Native cultural resources. 

That mission is not only to correct historicai (rnis)interpretations, but to address the 

omissions of Abonginai peoples fiom the Eurocentnc version of history (McMaster, 

Martin 19 plains Cree, Mohawk]). 

Culturai appropriation, as defined by Native peoples, is important because it is a 

vehicle whereby Native people can challenge numerous Western canons and constmctions 



that have deheated their position within the scope of a broader sphere. Kwame Dawes 

comments on jua one example, "The kind of hierarchical structures that establish 

"superior" cultures as the ultimate goal of 'inferior' dtures through the process of so 

cded influence and change must be wmpletely rejected as manifestations of genocidal 

tendencies" (14). Taking on the art history canons, done, is a rather formidable task. In 

my view, it is a task that others have attempted with iittle success (Le. feminists). 

"Those who raise the issue of cultural appropriation," comments Fung, "see it as a 

process that is not only wrong, but also incompletc+thus as one which is necessary and 

possible to organize against" (1 8). Finaily, the Tuscarora artist, Jolene Riwd rnakes a 

cogent remark, "This is al1 there is; ifthis goes, that's the end" (qtd.in Fung 20). 

The defining of cultural appropriation fi-om the Native standpoint and the 

recognition of its importance and integration to their daily lives aiiows one to better 

understand its meaning. However, its meaning in the context of art by Native artists and 

Canadian art galleries is, at this point, incomplete. 



CHAPTER3 

THE PRACTICE OF CULTLJRAL APPROPRIATION 

Most people like to see in pictures what they would also like to see in reality. 

E. H Gombrich, 1950 

A clearer understanding of the definition of cultural appropriation and its 

importance for Native peo ples facilitat es discussion. However, in a cross-cultural 

discussion, it is only a portion of the context of meaning for the tenn cultural 

appropriation. To enter a discussion of cultural appropriation, one must be aware of the 

reasons why cultural appropriation of this nature has occurred and the motivations behind 

them. Cultural appropriation obviously serves important purposes for Western culture. 

An analysis of the etiology of cultural appropriation wiii as& in detennining a more 

complete meaning for cultural appropriation and in determining the role played by art 

gaileries in this issue. 

It is clear that cultural appropriation by Western culture concerns the exercise of 

power and authority over people where there is little respect or concem for resistance. 1s 

it possible that cultural appropriation is the twentieth cenhiry's replacement for war and 

conquest? This theory has been proposeci by Deborah Root. It has been raiseci by Native 

writers. In Root's analysis, "nineteenth century-style colonial enterprises have for the 

most part becorne too expensive for the Western powers to engage in, but the conquest 



and cornmodification of traditional aesthetic forms and traditionai spirituality remain 

possible" (25). In Root's view, the purpose of cultural appropriation is the domestication 

and management of difference. There is no danger when difference disappears (160). In 

North America, policies of genocide, subjugation and assimilation of Native peoples have 

ail been attempted. 1s cultural appropriation the subsequent phase in an ideological 

stniggle for power? Is the unwillingness or inability of those in Western culture to 

recognize and respect what cultural appropriation means for Native peoples merely a guise 

for the continued control and dominance of Native peoples? 

Escapism from Western culture has been another cause cited for cultural 

appropriation. Earlier writers and philoçophers, such as Jean Jacques Rousseau in the 

1700s, promoted forms ofescapism. Other exarnples are the youth movements that 

occurred around the world, in the 1960s. In North Amenq they appropriated the beads, 

feathers, headbands, jewellery, dress and the supposed hfe-style of the Native community, 

as the 'hippie' movement. In these movements certain nonoNatives need or wish to escape 

from modem Western culture or at least to disassociate themselves fkom the predominant 

Western ideologies. As Deborah Root points out, ". . . cultural difference has long been 

conceived as a redemptive solution to the ambivalence of a Western culture established in 

the destruction of its own traditions7' (XI). 

The romantic aîtraction of escapism to Native culture is decidedly naïve. Through 

escapism non-Natives attempt to disassociate themselves fiom their own history. In so 

doing, the appropriation of another culture provides the oppominity to ultimately deny 



their own culture's responsibilities. As noted by Ardith Walkem, 

'identifjmg' with First Nations people, Euroamericans are able to abdicate 

responsibility for their society's racism. This retebg of their identity allows this 

person to be seen as 'neutral,' certainly not a continuation of a racist history in the 

present. This disassociation aliows that person to continue to benefit tiom the 

colonialism of which they are part, but not to take responsibility for it. (33 

Waka'pamuxl) 

In this scenario, the non-Native assumes the abiiity to move in and out of Native cultures, 

but always with the safety net provided for hirn or her by Western culture, but not for 

Native peo ples. 

Inherent in escapism is a disillusionment with Western culture. But perhaps there 

is another reason to look elsewhere. Perhaps Western culture has reached a plateau or 

crisis in its own development and therefore, via cultural appropriation, must draw more 

heavily on other cultures. The Western concept, that a culture 'develops', creates constant 

expectations of change. Constant change requires new ideas, old ideas are disposable. 

Communications and technological advances have shortened the tirne span in which 

change occurs and have created an unending demand for "new" ideas. At this point in 

Euro-Amencan history, other cultures have certainly become the predominant source of 

inspiration. 

This has aiso occurred in art and a parailel view has been drawn for a crisis in art 

theory. Commenthg on wheîher or not a new art movement is now taking place, Stephen 



Bann argues, "that a revolutionary, or indeed a 'new' cultural critique denves its potency 

fkom the fact that the 'old' positions are already bankrupt" (19). Are the old positions 

banknipt? There seems to be an absence of the 'new' and 'original' in art discourse, 

centered as it is on the critique or recyclable nature of the old, and the 'other', through the 

practice of 'appropriation'. Is the presence of art by Native artists currently in public art 

galleries, a resuit of the constant pressure for representation by Native artias or because 

this art offers a wntemporary, disposable alternative? 

Cultural appropriation has also been attributed to a basic lack of imagination. This 

cause supports the theory that Western culture has reached a plateau in its own 

development. On this point, Lee Maracle provides a cautionary note: "the fact is that a 

white person appropriating Our stories because they lack imagination or knowledge of 

their own is still telling a European story. Use whatever you like to ground your aory, 

intellectual Canada, but be honest. It is your story-it is not about me" (Trichter 3 1 

Métis Salish]). 

The causes for cultural appropriation may lie in the very nature of Western culture, 

in its desire to consume which is evidenced in the distinctive collecting characteristics 

upon which art galleries are constituted. Both Deborah Root and the Native writer, Jack 

Forbes, explore the idea that the essential fdure of Euro-Amencan models of society is a 

result of the uncontrolled will to consume (Root 10-1 1). As Deborah Root notes, 

"appropriation occurs because cultural merence can be bought and sold in the 

marketplace" (68-69). Combine an unchecked will to consume with a constant need for 

change and all other cultures becorne commodities for the wedthy societies of the 



Western world, those with excess cash to spend. In Western cultures, where the visual 

arts are considered a frill only available to those with d c i e n t  capital to indulge their 

interests, it is probable that the arts of other cultures would be considered in the sarne 

way. 

This cornmodification of culture has been identifieci as the cause for cultural 

appropriation by numerous writers on this issue. Ferguson, for exarnple, comments that, 

"The vital, independent cultures of socially subordinated groups are constantly rnined for 

new ideas with which to energize the jaded and restless mainstrearn of a political and 

economic system based on the circulation of commodities"(l 1). Indeed, in Lawrence 

Grossberg's view, the basic structure of Western culture is dependent on the increasing 

exploitation of other cultures. According to him, "The expansion of the fiee market is 

cruciaily constrained; the ability of some to tive within its spaces depends upon the 

increasing exploitation and exclusion of other populations, both intemally and 

internationally" (32 1). 

If the pre-1900 wars of subjugation succeeded in acquiriag the lands and assets of 

Native peoples, then the post- 1900 efforts have concentrated on commodifjing other 

aspects of these peoples. Loretta Todd reflects on this process, 

By fetishizing us, we become mere objects of consumption, which initiates a 

production of desire; we become style, fashion, commodity; a source of script 

material, of choreographic inspiration, of literary realism. HaWig taken Our land, 

attention is then tumed to the imagination, the interior realm of our territories and 

powers (Notes 30 wétis]). 



One could say that cultural produas have aiways been commodified, available in 

the marketplace-from a willing seller to a willing buyer. It should be noted that, in 

Canada, although some cultural artifacts were willingly sold or given away by Native 

peoples, many others were seized by governrnentslg or stolen (for example, totem poles 

surreptitiously removed fiom abandoned villages in the Mght). One should aiso consider 

the variation of the meaning for ownership, for example, that may exist between Westem 

and Native cultures. Given that culturai products have always been available in the 

marketplace, is there something that distinguishes curent practices of appropriation? 

Lawrence Grossberg proposes that the difference lies in the fact that these 

wmmodities have now entered the speculative market for finance capital (360). 

Although cultural products rnay have always been bought and sold, Native culture is now 

being used to sell products. To test this, one could contrast the absence of Native 

representation in the early paintings and posters used to promote immigration to Canada, 

with contemporary posters promoting tourism. These modem images ofien depict 

stereotypical images of Native peoples, partiailarly in promotions airned at the Japanese 

and Middle European markets. In these target markets, it is known that there is a high 

interest in Native experiences. Ironically, the 'modem' posters usually portray Natives of 

yesterday, not today. One could also refer to the cornmunity econornic development 

committees now promoting the establishment of major Native touria sites. As well, 

The 1922 potiatch trials reqwred the traasference of œremonial objects to the Federal Govemment 
Viages werc reimbursed a total of $l,QSO.OO for several hundred objects. These were divideâ between 
two institutions, the RoyaI Ontario Museum in Toronto and the Canadian Museum of Civilization in 
Ottawa. Thirty-three of these objects were a h  sold to a private American coiIector and ended up in the 
Museum of the American IndianMeye Foundation (Webster 34-35). 



businesses, such as banks, use Native culture to sd their produas. Native cuiture is used 

to sell tourism, bank cards, sports teams and dl manner of products. 

Evidence of the evolution to marketable status is also obvious at the political level. 

During the 1970s and 1980s7 the Canadian govemment promoted itself by bding 

unprecedented exhibitions of historical Native art which traveiled to major centres in the 

world. Again, the images promoted for the Native peoples of Canada in these exhibitions 

bore little relationship to the modem reaüties of contemporary Native üfe in Canada. This 

form of cornmodification uses and exploits Native cuitures (generally historical, romantic 

stereotypes) to market products, whether commodities or political intentions, with few 

benefits actudy accnllng to Native peoples. 

In these situations, it is ail too easy to place the blame on marketers and the 

marketing strategies that have become so popular in the 1990s. These have been 

transferred fiom the marketplace and promoted as the saving grace for all manner of not- 

for-profit institutions-education, health, museums, and art galleries. In these locations, 

the historical lines between culture, education, social services and the market economy are 

constantly blumng. At the very least, marketing has re-dehed and re-prioritized what 

these institutions are ail about. 

Art gderies, at k s t  hesitant, entered this arena. In the transitional phase, two 

major issues on art galeries' agendas were cultural appropriation and marketing, generaily 

as separate issues, their relationshi p rarely examined. But, perhaps this relationship needs 

to be examined more closely in the fuwe. Today, in art gdenes, the lines of 

communication between marketing departments, curators and artists are usualiy rare, if 



not strained. They need to be redehed. As Lawrence Grossberg expects, a new stage in 

this transition will occur. He comments, 

Advertising and public relations carnpaigns are quick to appropriate cultural 

strategies and references. Cultural production is increasingiy sensitive to, even 

determinecl by, the exigencies of market demands and marketing possibiiities. But 

such developments do not jus@ the c l ah  that the line between culture and 

economics is coliapshg, or that the relations are always the same. It does suggest 

that econornic agents are very aware that cultural relations are an important source 

of both capital and power, and that, in the face of the contemporary situation, new 

techniques of regulating culture and policing everyday Me may be necessary (360). 

At this point, it is hard to determine if marketing concepts will adjust to the particular 

nature of art gaiienes, or if art galieries will reconfigure according to the marketing 

paradigm. Either way, the need for "regulation" and "policing"> has been made known by 

Native peoples through the challenge of cultural appropriation. 

Another notion of consumption through cultural appropriation is one directiy 

related to art gaiieries collecting, class@ing and exhibiting-a notion that the Western 

tradition, in contrast to others, is built on collection and display. According to Mieke 

Bal's assessrnent of psychoanalytical theory, ". . . the desire to collect is, ifnot innate, at 

least inherent in the human subject fiom childhood onH(102). Few would dispute this 

statement. James CWord would agree and extends the theory to include that some forms 

of coilecting and classiîjmg are probably cornmon to aîi peoples and that collecting and 

classifyug are necessary ads to distinguish between the seifand other. However, Clifford 



also believes that the particular nature of collecting in the West may not be universai. For 

him, the accumulation of possessions reflects ". . . the idea that identity is a kind of wealth 

(of objects, knowledge, memories, experience) [that] is surely not universal. . . . In the 

West . . . coliecting has long been a strategy for the deployment of a possessive se& 

culture, and authenticity" (Out nere 143). This may be at an individual level (for 

example, great art collections retain the name of the donor) but most conspicuous at the 

r e g i o d  and national levels where museums and art gderies are closely aligned to national 

identity. For CWord, there is a particularly Western character to this type of collecting- 

public display, labelling, classlfying, authenticating, done in a pedagogically, edifjmg 

manner-whereby the collection itselfis valued and "any private fixation on single objects 

is negatively marked as fetishism" (Out There 144). in the West, collecting itself, may not 

be unique, but the particular nature of coliecting becomes the distinguishing facto? 

This coiiecting is preceded by classification (Elsner, Cardinal, 1). Classification is, 

in Stephen Jay Gould's words, "tmly the rnirror of our thoughts, its changes through t h e  

[are] the best guide to the history of human perceptions" (qtd. in Elsner, Cardinal 2). In 

the case of Canadian art galleries 'our thoughts' are Euro-American perceptions, 

something that has been underlineù in the issue of cultural appropriation. In Euro- 

Arnerican perceptions, classifications of objects fiom Native cultures have changed 

through time over the last one hundred years, but were always assigned according to 

20 In -nt years art gaiieries and museums have been established, according to Western models, by 
Native groups. The establishment of others were required according to the conditions set for the 
repaîriation of objects. 



Euro-Amencan standards and not those of the originating ailtures. This is a recent 

realization. 

In his analysis of wilecting, Jean Bauddard identifieci the initial two choices in 

classification: whether or not an object is utilized (original fundon) or possessed (7). Art 

gaileries possess. Bauddard also dernonstrates how a possesseû object 'divested of its 

fùnction is made relative to the subject', both participating "in a mutual relationship in so 

far as they each refer back to the subject"(7). He then reflects on how meaning is created 

through the process of cokcting possessions. Jean Baudriliard, among other 

contemporary theorists2', has demonstrateci how public wHections ofien have rnuch more 

to say about the coilectors than about the objects thernselves, or even the originating 

culture. The initiai classification as possession allows for an entirely new meaning (this 

can occur many times) to be applied to an object. At one time, it was believed that art 

gaileries were merely the reflection of society, but recent theories challenge this notion, 

asking questions about how collections may determine andlor direct cultures and society, 

about which society's stories are being heard and about the purposes of an art gallery. 

The primary activities of an art gailery are to acquire, conserve, research, 

cornmunicate and exhibit, al1 of which are acts of consurnption, possession, classification 

and presentation that mirror the particular characteristics of collecting for Euro-Amencan 

culture. These acquisitions and exhibitions supposedly d e h e  the collective identity for 

2' Par&icular writen influencing the discourse on mntemporary art and art gai1eries have included the 
poststnicturalists who focused on issues such as representation and mediation, For example, Jacques 
Demda's critique of "presence", Michel Foucault's examination of the relationship between power and 
institutions of knowiedge, Rolaad mes' and Foucault's 'author as fiction' and Jean François Lyotard's 
'master narrative' have influenced recent art practice, arts criticism and art @ery critique. 



the nation. However, when a Canadian art gallery justifies these activities with missions 

such as "reflecting the Canadian identity" or "in the service of society and its 

development", one mua now ask whose identity and in which society's development? 

In art history, art by Native artists was first classified as curiosity, then as primitive 

art. These classifications mirrored Westem views of Native peoples. As art by Native 

artists now enters the high art system, it still often retains the designation 'Native'. This is 

concurrent to a recent move by art galieries into the areas of marketing, tounsm and 

development, and the rationalization of economic impact. In this system, art collections 

are still possessed but assigned a new 'use' through cultural appropriation. These 

collections are capital produas that are necessary for the preservation of the art gallery. 

This form of consumption, built on the cultural identity of objects, has placed art galleries 

well within the 'speculative market for finance capital'. Collecting and classification 

acquire a new patina, one that is focuseci on market forces. 'Wative" has now replaced 

"curiosity" and "primitive". What "hurnan puro-American] perceptions" are being 

reflected now? 

Cultural appropriation, at once a simple, benign tenn for the Westerner, becomes a 

cornplex, structured movement necessary to the underpinnings and maintenance of 

Westem culture. It could be the contemporary form of exploration and conquest carried 

out at psychological and intellechial levels. It is a form of escapism and denial for others. 

Cultural appropriation presents new and alternative source material for a Westem culture 

and art history either stalled or bankmpt in their own necessary development. Cultural 

appropriation is the result of Westem culture's extraordinary desire to consume ail by 



subverting original intentions and to acquire (through a parasitic relationship of 

exploitation and with Little concern for the consequences) with few considerations for the 

people and cultures involved. Art galleries, perhaps unbeknownst to them, have been and 

can continue to be, the sites or vehicles that fiin this des i r~ l l ec t ing ,  classifjmg and 

exhibithg according to the Western nature, feverishiy working to sustain the precepts of 

Western culture. Western culture has adopted a meaning for cultural appropriation, one 

that serves their own purposes. 

In the cross-cultural discussion occurring in this thesis, the meanings for cultural 

appropriation appea. clearer, but there also seem to be two very dEerent culturally 

inscribeci meanings and purposes. For Native peoples, cuIt~ual appropriation is an 

unacceptable, political and culturaiiy destructive act and for non-Natives it is an 

acceptable, respectfùl process and necessity. However, when examined closely, both 

meanings serve a similar purpose and irnportance-culhual survival. Public art gdenes 

were estabiished by Western culture to support their goals for cultural survival. They are 

sites promoting national identity and which support desires to consume, collect, classify 

and display. Art galleries have played a pivotal role in maintahhg Western culture. 



CHAITER4 

ROLE OF ART GALLERES 

1s the Smithsonian, then, in bringing these fhcts out, the good cop to some other 

goverment agency's bad cop? 

Jimmie Durham Ch Coiiecting 

Richard Hill writes about appropnators of Native images and culture: "It's been 

difficult to speak back to 'experts' who are working fkom a powerful and established 

domination of images and texts about my cultureT7 (12 [Cree]). He is referring to a story 

in which non-Native artists appropriate Native images. This scene has been played out 

many tirnes, not only with visual artists, but with artists f?om ail the arts. And yet, artists 

who appropriate Native culture represent just a portion of this story. Jeanette Armstrong 

clarifies who and what Native criticism of appropriation is aimed at: "Do not make the 

comrnonly made error that it is a people that we abhor, be clear that it is systems and 

processors which we must attack. Be clear that change to those systems wiil be promoted 

by people who cm perceive intelligent and non-threatening alternatives" (145). 

Loretta Todd names some of the 'systems and processors', saying that, ". . . Our 

struggle is played out in other institutions, in the gaileries, museums, academies, cinemas, 

theatres and the libraries and schools, as weli as the marketplace. Here, the appropriation 

is peflorrned in the guise of multiculhiralism, so-calied cross-cultural understanding and 

good old-fashioned artistic licence, as well as, should 1 addl profit and career 

enhancement" (Nores 26 wetis]). Although the issue of cultural appropriation is often 



one of a broader societal context, 1 examine the specific role art galiery coilections and 

their interpretation have played in this issue. A public art gailery can symbolize just one of 

those "systems and processorsy' or more accurately, can represent ail those agents 

identifid by Loretta Todd. The role of art gaileries in cultural appropriation can be easily 

deduced f?om the previously presented definition for cdturai appropriation. However, the 

examination of this role requires an explanation of the system and process by which 

cultural appropriation occurs and how these have been formulateci with specific regard to 

public art gaileries art galleries wbich fûnction as both participants and facilitaton for 

cultural appropriation. 

Understanding what occurs when trans-cultural appropriation takes place is 

important to understanding why certain forms of appropriation are chailenged and 

condernned. Misappropriation often occurs through cultural definition, in the 

interpretation and translation phases, whereby, as identified by Root, "a particular cultural 

practice can be detached from its original context and subsequently assigned a new 

meaning" (84), for example, the sacred object becomes the art object. 

Drawing on Gilles Deleuze and Felii Guattai's work in Anti-Oedipus, Deborah 

Root andyzed the process of cultural appropriation. To Uustrate her analysis of the 

cultural appropriation of cultural practices, she used an imaginary folk dance. To 

surnmarize her findings, the aeps in cultural appropriation are: 

1.  detemtorialization and decoding: the dance is removed from its social and 

cerernonial matrix; 



2. liberation: the dance is no longer abject to a system of religious or social 

aut hority ; 

3. recoding: a new system of meaning is attacheci to the newly fhed  cultural form 

or practice; the new system of rneaning is detennined by outsiders with 

different values and agendas; the dance becomes something moribund; 

4. redefinition: the dance is now subject to the new system of meaning; 

5. cornmodification or capitalization: the dance enters a market economy. 

Throughout this process the extemal form of the dance rernains the same (84-85) and yet, 

its very essence has changed through cultural appropriation. According to Root, 

The comection between capital and traditional culture, and between the traditional 

form and the comrnodified fonn of culture, is exiremely important to the problem 

of appropriation because the explicit referencing of a traditionai system of meanhg 

is the reason cultural difference sells. The original, culhirally situated form of the 

commodity is retained, at least enough so that the consumer is able to recognize it 

as being, in some respects at least, traditional, yet these fonns are assigned a new 

meaning by the larger market, a process that itself elides the specific social and 

historical context in which d l  this buying and seliing are taking place. (85) 

To a great extent, Root's mode1 depends on the appropriation of 'traditional' 

objects or cultural information. My sense is that, again, the meaning of the word 

'traditionai' has different interpretations for the cultures involved. For me, 'traditional' 

for many Native peoples is a way of being, whereas, its meaning in Western art is tied to 

some extemal form. Controversies in visual art illustrate this point. 



Ongoing discussions conceruhg art by Native artists evolve around whether or not 

an artwork is 'traditional' Native art (Le., the Momseau or Haida schools); tbat art must 

qualw itseK as Native, through the use of certain extemal forms or iconography. The 

discussion of these arguments over 'traditional' is perhaps best contextualized fkom the 

perspective of J i i e  Durham in his Interview with a 10,000 Year Old Artist. In this 

piece, Og Mg Erk, the artist being interviewecl, wmments: 

1 guess I'd say 1 am a traditionalist. 1 work in the classical style that has 

proven value over the centuries. 1 Wce some of the modem painters, Titian, for 

example. But they need more discipline, and a sense of quality of lasting values. 

Political work, that is those paintings that are pushing some ideology of the 

moment such as Christianity, cannot possibly hold up d e r  the fad is over. As a 

traditionalist, 1 also question the use of al1 of this new matenal and media. I'm very 

suspicious of oil paint, especially when it is applied to this flimsy cloth they all love 

to use, stretched over even flimsier sticks. 1 dont think oil on canvas has been 

around long enough to be proven yet. What's wrong with painting on a good, solid 

cave wall, or a tough buffdo hide? Ail the experiments with new media show a 

poverty of ideas. 

But this guy Keith Haring, his work might last, d o m  in those subway 

stations. It reminds me of a guy 1 knew at Lascaux. (1 13) 

In culturally appropnated art, eligible subjects not only go through the process, as 

described by Root, but to be eiigible, they must retain remnants of a tradition (as defined 

by Western culture). This bnngs us to a recent point in Canadian art history when art by 



Native artist s, which is considered non-traditional in look and where traditional references 

are not so obvious enters the high art system. This art, unlike earlier objects from Native 

dtures, may be made specificdy for the art market or serve dual purposes in both the 

Native and non-Native communities. These objects rnay enter the high art system. They 

may be devoid of extemal 'traditional' Native references but wiil stdi be subject to a 

process of appropriation, one that may be specific to art galleries. These objects enter an 

historical transformation, specinc to art history, which exhibits its own characteristics of 

appropriation and re-definition. The objects are subject to a similar process to the one 

outlined by Root, between the producer and the final location of the art gallery, but it is 

usefùl to understand this process and how meaning is re-constnicted for art in these 

circumstances. To do this a review of the more ment history of public art gaileries is 

necessary . 

The starting point is France and the creation ofthe Louvre. "the first tmly modem 

art museum," according to Ann Davis (3 3). The Louvre, created by the French repubiic, 

transferred ownership of a vast weaith of objects to the people of France. What had once 

been the exclusive domain of nilers and popes (trophies of military exploits or displays of 

wedth, leamhg and power) becarne public property. However, in order to justify this 

ownership snd to support the development and maintenance of these collections there had 

to be a use and purpose for these objects. Their use was to be political, but they had to 

acquire another layer of meaning. This meaning, according to Davis, would have to 

"obliterate or radicaüy distort previous meanings and uses" (33). Their purpose was 

redefined as 'art-historical objects' (for exarnple, reiigious items becarne secular art 



objects) and the public art gaüery, according to Davis, "the repository of cultural wealth, 

the product of national and individual genius" (33). National identity was associateci with 

the possession of these objects and possession was a sign of an advanced cultural state. 

Art became an ideological tool for the state. It is here that the wrrent mode1 of 

appropriation in art gallenes becomes most obvious-an object, owned by the people of 

the state, is re-dehed as high art and assigned a new politically useM meaning related to 

national identity. Its possession signals an advanced and supenor culture. The defining of 

art, and art gaileries, celebrated this new-found meaning for objects as symbols of the 

ideals and values Western culture had detennined for itself. But it also largely 

reconstructed the object ' s very meaning and significance. 

Classification occurred in this process. Particular objects fiom defined, ancestrai 

cultures (Egypt, Rome) were classified as art, others (including the art of Native artists) 

were relegated to various alternative institutions, generaily as scientific specimens. This 

pattern for art was maintained because Western culture not only refised to identifi with 

Native cultures, but because it had assigned some of its least admired human 

characteristics to Native cultures. 

Until the development of public art gaiieries, the meaning for works of art was 

primarily determined by those who commissioned or directeci the manufacture of art. 

According to Carol Duncan, "Princes, kings and bishops-those who embodied the 

state-usudy got the art and the artists they needed (1 12). In late eighteenth century 

France the state and its assets (including the Louvre) changed hands; a new market 

economy for art was created by the bourgeoisie; the cntic also appeared as a significant 



cultural force (Duncan 1 16). The market for art had expanded. Its meaning was now 

detemineci by the wedthy and ultimately, the state. Coincicihg with these developments 

was the redefining of the tenn "art". "In the 18' century," according to CiiEord, "the 

word art meant predominantly 'SM.' Cabinetmakers, criminals, painten were each in 

their way artful," but by the 1820s, "art increasingly designateci a special domain of 

creativity* spontaneity, and purity, a realm of refined sensibility and expressive 'genius' " 

(Out mere 154). Soning and classifjmg created divisions of art, the most important or 

valued being what is now known or referred to as 'high art'. High art is the one type of 

art with which 'genius' is identifieci and the type of art most valued and collecteci by public 

art gaileries. By the mid 1800s, art and art gailenes were W y  established as poiiticaliy 

useful locations for national identity which was defined in spirit by creative individuals of 

genius. 

By the mid 1 8 0 0 ~ ~  the emergent bourgeoisie had also undertaken the appropriation 

of high art for its own use. The battleground was the Academy, and a private gallery 

system was developed to serve the bourgeoisie (Duncan 116-1 17). As this was 

occumng, Douglas Crimp notes another change, "art developed a new and substantiai 

relationship to itself, as a manifestation of the existence of museums and the particular 

reality and interdependence that paintings acquire in museums" (50). The te- "art for 

art's sake" was coined by Théophile Gauthier in 1835 (Trager) and it became the h m  

denoting this work. By the 1 8 6 0 ~ ~  the beginning of Modemism is noted by Crimp in 

Manet's work, where "painting's relationship to its art-historical preuxients was made 

shamelessly obvious" (Crirnp 48). Art proceeded on a path reflecting its own well- 



established Western art history and in the service of the nation; its parameters were rehed 

as art history was raiseci to an academic discipline through the work of Jacob Burckhardt 

and Heimich WoUEn (Art). For some the ,  art production was reflective of its own 

Westem art history with the occasional introduction of 'exotic' subject matte?. These 

developments, in combination with high art's newly established relationship to state art 

gallenes and the bourgeoisie, were to set the stage for the present day. 

One could argue that artists, the creators of art, would have substantial influence 

on what art is and how it is to be used. However, even artists had little wntrol over what 

becarne high art in these circumstances or on what entered state coIiections. "Artists make 

works," comments Duncan, "but they do not have the power to make their work visible as 

art in the high-art world. Their work becomes high art when someone with authority in 

that world treats it as art" (102). These authorities include curators, historians and critics 

who, through criticism, determine what 'hi& art' is and how it is perceived. They may 

select 'a meaning', fiom arnong nurnerous options, and can conceal others (Duncan 104). 

Duncan maintains that, 

Cnticism, aiways on the lookout for what is ideologicdy usefùl, demands not 

simply innovation and uniqueness but artistic innovation and uniqueness, and it 

wants those qualities to stand out over and above the other possible readings of a 

nPicasso is ofien Qted for elevating 'primitive' art to bigh art when he appropnated masks, as fàces, in 
his paintings h m  the early 1900s (for example, Les demoiselles d'Avignon, 1906). In Canada, Emily 
Carr serveci a s h i h  role. Her paintings depichg West Coast culture were exhi'bited (dong with 
euamples of art by Native artists) at a major euhiiition at the National Gallery of Canada in 1927 
(Nemiroff, Modernism 20-27). A 194 1 exhiiition, hdiaa Art of the United States, presented at the 
Museum of Modern Art in New York (Nemiroff 26-3 l), is credited as the first exhiiition entireIy of art by 
Native artists presented in an Amencan art gaiiery. 



work. . . . The work must rernind us that how it's said is ultimately more 

significant than what is said. (1 07- 108) 

One of the major debates occurring in art is identified in Duncan's last sentence- 

'how it's said' versus 'what is said', or the 'fonnalin' versus the 'contextuaiist'(Clifford. 

Out nere 147). This debate is ongoing with wuntless cases argued on the basis of 

formal aesthetic qualities presupposing the context of the subject matter. Even the most 

recent celebrated cases have been argued on this basisz3. As a result, ari gaileries have 

staked d e ,  politicaily neutral positions for themselves conceming the content of art and 

often side-tracked issues of the day 24. 

The defining of 'how it's said' and some of 'what it said' was largely the domain 

staked out by art galleries, art historians and critics. The stmggie over interpretation is 

ongoing. "In large measure," according to Vanessa Vogei, " the modem history of Euro- 

Amencan artists can be characterized, until very recently, as a stniggle to avoid having 

their artwork categorized and analyzed by art histonans and cntics. . . . artists resisted the 

efforts of these scholarly cntics to impose from the outside their own meanings upon the 

in Toronto, the art of ELi Langer was exemptai fiom the Criminai Code of Canada because the work 
was an allowable exception due to its artistic ment (Labossih 18). In the United States, the obscenity 
trial and public debates of the work of Robert Mapplethorpe presented expert Museum witnesses who 
argued the case on the basis of the formal qualities and aesthetic pte~ccupations of the art& (Crimp 7- 12). 

" It is interesthg to note tbat in the last IO years as sociaiiy mnscious curators highlighted social issues, 
this has coincideci with reduced attendance and in particular* reduced government financial support, It is 
aiso extremely hnic that aithough poiitical and social issues appear to be a low pnority in art evaiuation, 
art galleries, as institutions, are highly charged political sites. As Rozeoa Maart has argued, "there is no 
such category as 'apolitid* b u s e  individuais aiways rdect the presence of that which they 
demonstrate as an absence. It may not always be apparent to those who seek to III& or alter its 
appearancen (49). 



artist's work" (50). The appropriation of art to serve Western ideological purposes, and 

its re-definition, appear to be the price paid by anists to enter the high art system. 

The artists' resistance to this system constitutes a major portion of recent art 

history. As this history has shown, it has been a rather hitiess stniggle by artias who 

tried to challenge the systern. When Marcel Duchamp tried to subvert the received 

meanhg and use of art by his creation of outrageous, vulgar or junk art, the work was 

incorporated right back into art galleries. Artists have continued to attempt to subvert the 

meaning of high art-happenings, conceptual art, pop art, site specific, installation, 

minimal, appropriation-mnstantiy testing the boundaries for art, art gaiieries and the 

buying public. But art gaileries have consistently been able to undermine the artists' 

original intentions. Their work is ultimately absorbed and re-defined by the art gallery and 

art history in one form or another. According to Duncan, ". . . even when artists have 

protested the use to which high art is put and have built that protest into their art, their 

interventions have had only temporary or limited effect" ( 1 5) .  The artifact or its 

representation eventudy enters the art gaiiery, is decontextuaüzed and treated as pure 

fom or aesthetic object, that is, as a European art piece (Root 107). One could even say 

that, to the greatest extent, today's artists and art galleries are CO-dependent in the high art 

system. 

Carol Duncan maintains that the main use for modem high art and thus public art 

galleries is stili ideulogical; that innovation, individual fieedom and uniqueness are 

ideologically usefùl for the state and for those who control society (1 06). Caught in this 

web, art, according to Duncan, "mystines and distorts the world in the interests of the few 



or, Like ritual, it objectifies socidy dangerous impulses ody to wntain them in harmless 

and symbolic form (1 13). Ln the hands of the state, ari is a value (Burgin 43), with a vexy 

specific purpose-one that often nipersedes, diaorts or redehes original intentions. 

Doggediy cleansed of contextuakation, these newly k e d  forms of art are analyzed 

according to their fonnal structures and then enter the high art category. Once there, they 

are something that will certainly not upset the social structure, but are used to reinforce 

the prevailing values of the dominant class. This class of people would certainiy prefer to 

identify themselves with values such as genius, innovation, fieedom, uniqueness and 

originality. They will continue to support art galleries and promote the political support 

for art gaileries as long as their needs are met. This has long been a basic dilernrna for 

public art galleries-those who pay get the art and artists they want. As artists are 

generally located in lower econornic levels, they can hardly afford to hancially maintain a 

public art galiery to serve their ne&. 

The designation of art in art galleries has its own specific charactenstics, or level of 

appropriation, which re-use and redefine al1 objects for specific purposes. With the art of 

Native artists, the art galleries' role has been in the creation, maintenance and support of a 

system and a process that insures cultural appropriation. Evidence of their complicity and 

re-definition is two-fold. Fist, through cultural appropriation, art galleries and art history 

have re-defined the art of Native artists as no? art and therefore excluded Native artists 

fkom the high art system. Secondly, the inclusion of art by Native artists is subject to 

conditions of appropriation involving re-definition and re-use as determined by art 

galleries. These include: political usefulness related to national identity; association with 



characteristic ide& and values of creativity, individualism, originality and genius; a 

relationship to Western art history; the relinquishing of control and authority by the artist; 

the prioritizing of formal aesthetic elements over content and context. 

To iliustrate these points 1 have used the example of the Louvre. The question of 

the relevancy of this example has been raised: "When 1 hear people say that the museum is 

an institution based on European vaiues", comments Lee-Ann Martin, "1 have to remind 

people that we are not in Europe"(Curators 22 wohawk]). This statement raises both the 

question of past relevancy and a fùture challenge. However, there is no evidence that 

Canadian art galleries developed dserently from the Louvre model, nor that they may not 

continue according to the established model. A brief synopsis specific to Canadian art 

gallery developrnent would be usefùl. 

BylgOO, there were a few art institutions in the major centres in Canada. Their 

development is typical of the many art gaileries now located across the country. 

Established by wealthy patrons, they contained collections that reflected the interests of 

this group-at first, historical European artx. The National Gallery of Canada had been 

established by the Federal Government in 1880. Its mandate was to also emphasize 

Canadian content due to its close links with the Royal Canadian Academy of Art 

(Nemiroff, Modemism 1 8- 1 9). "In Canada", according to Léo Dorais, "the tradition of 

museums being located in major centres and geared to an élite audience did not end with 

The Montrd Museum of Art was established in 1879 and developed fiam the Art Association of 
Montreal (1860). Eariy donations were art works h m  seventeenthumtury H o h d ,  eighteenth-century 
Engiand, and nineteenth-century France. One of the important early donors was S. Wiiam Van Home 
(1843- 19 15). Among his bequests were artworks by El Greco, TiepoIo, Goya, the Lmpressionists and the 
Post-Impressionists (Vastokas, Montreal 26). 



the nineteenth century" (48). Nor was the established pattern of  exhibitions and 

collections, linking national and international art, abandoneci. 

It was not until the 1940s, when almost every province was seMced by at least 

one art gaiiery, that art galleries could begin to serve a broader public by originating and 

circulating exhibitions which travelied around Canada (Teather 27). Subsequent to World 

War II, public art gaileries became visibly aiigned with issues of national identity as 

Canadians began to explore their own identities. In the post war penod, according to 

Lynne Teather, "It was clear that culture, which was to include museums, was to be 

defined and supporteci as an element in national lüe "(27). By the 1970s the Federal 

Government had adopted policies necessary for the radical transformation of public art 

gaileries from their historic models and relationships (Dorais 48) and the Secretary of 

State declared the govemment "the contemporary patron of the arts" (qtd. in Teather 28). 

By this tirne, according to Dorais, "the federal govemment is thus a legislator, a source of 

information, a funder, a policy maker, and a program initiatoi' (49). This commitment 

cemented a relationship between governments, art gaileries and museums which was to 

last until the 1980s. It resulted in the establishment of additional in~titutions*~, art gailery 

development and the training of professional personnel to staff these institutions. By then 

Canadian, provincial and municipal governments had become fidl partnen in art gaiieries 

and they wiliingly exercised their power to detemiine the use and definition of art. 

" By 1981. in Ontario done, tbeR were at least thirty-five well estabiished public art galleries (Galfety) 
that reiied on substantial support fiom the tax dollar and were largely dependent on govenunent direction 
and policy. 



In Canada, the National Gallery of Canada served the primary role as mode1 for art 

gallery development and for identifjkg Canadian art and culture. Established by the 

Federal govement, it was a department of the Federal govemmentn and subject to 

parliarnentary scrutiny. Although its coiledons policy was both international and national 

in scope, its coiiections mandate has always been chalîenged when the works of non- 

Canadians were acquired through purchase (most recently with works by Newmann and 

Rothko). In 1955, John Diefenbaker addressed the House of Cornons  concerning this 

conflict : 

With all due regard to the benefits that flow fiom viewing art for art's sake and 

pictures that are painted outside our country, I feel that Grst and foremost the 

national gallery in the capital city should be one to encourage, develop, and expand 

Canadian art. (qtd. in Dickenson 62) 

In 1955, Canadian art did not include art by Native arti~ts*~ but Diefenbaker's sentiments 

were to guide the development of Canadian art gallery coiledons and programmes across 

the entire country. They also epitomize the general public consensus about what Canadian 

art galleries should be. At the same time, Canadian art grew as a discipline, eventually 

being offered as a course in Canadian univenity art departments by the 1960s. 

" The dissolution of the National Museum Corporatio~ in 1988, rerulted in an independent board for 
the National Gallery of Canada (Dorais 62). 

" In 19û4, the coiïections policy of the Nationai Gallery of Canada was amended to "include the 
acquisition of representative examples of contemporary Inuit and Indian art, with the advice of curators 
fiom the Canadian Museum of Civilization" (qtd. Nemiroc Modernism 17). 



Certainiy, no Canadian public art gdery has coUections to rivai the depth and 

breadth of the Louvre, nor any of the major European and Arnerican gaiieries. However, 

as noted by Davis, "the classical western past is the ideal that many visitors stiii associate 

with art gaileries ..." (34). Nor do Canadian art galleries really have to achially own these 

collection materials. Art galleries throughout the world subscribe to the collective use of 

permanent coliections. Canadian art galleries have the ability to present temporary 

exhibitions drawn from collections throughout the international cornrnunity. A sharing of 

collections, both nationaliy and intemationally, allows many Canadian art galleries to 

fùnction in a manner consistent with the historic model. 

An art gallery's primary vehicle for promoting the traditionai ideology is provided 

by its permanent collections. Although collection policies may be idealistically stated, few 

galleries ever have the hanciai resources to c a r y  them out. Canadian art galleries rarely 

have substantial funds to purchase acquisitions and their permanent collections tend to be 

the accumulated results of the collecting interests of particular donors. Private collections 

are generally built by those with money and refiect their interests. With the transference of 

these assets to the public art gallery goes the accompanying ideology of the patron. 

Public art galleries were established in Canada in the late nineteenth cenhiry by the 

élite. By the late twentieth century, subsequent to a period of major govemment 

investment (1960s through 1980), art galleries have been repositioned to depend on the 

wealthy, corporations, self-generated income and govemments. Their relationship to 

Canada's national identity is M y  established. The goveming boards of Canadian art 

gaileries are stiil predorninantly wnstituted by 'those who do control society'dusiness 



people, politicians, and cornmunity leaders. Art galleries are now in desperate need of 

bding.  Whose stories and values will be promulgated? Canadian art galleries are no 

Werent &om the histonc model and there seems Little possibility of them deviating &om 

this model in the fiiture. 

The formation, history and practice of art gallenes presents a distinctive formula 

for the cultural appropriation of art by Native artists, indeed of ail fonns of art. However, 

their role in the cultural appropriation of Native culture is not confineci to the 

appropriation of art by Native artists, but includes the creation of a counterfeit history for 

Native cultures. 

The interpretation of art by curators and histonans bewmes art history, which in 

turn becomes a significant factor in the Euro-Amencan story. This history, according to 

the Pueblo historian AKonso Ortiz, 

. . . enshrine[s] the worst images ever visited on Indian peoples. In this sense, our 

written history has been the hancimaiden of conquest and assimilation. 

Conventional history is so at odds with the facts that Indians oflen simply ignore it. 

Ironically, many tribes regard history as more acceptable to them than ethnography 

because they believe history has nothing to do with what they consider important 

to their identity as Indians. . . . History is so distorted it is irrelevant. (9) 

History may be irrelevant to Native peoples, but the perceptions of Native peoples by non- 

Natives are based on the conventional histories produced by Western culture. 

Historically, art galleries and art history Wtually ignored art by Native artists or 

isolated it from the main discourse of art, and yet, a substantial Native history has been 



produced from art histoncal records. Although Canadian art galleries do not have 

extensive coiiections of art by Native artists, this does not mean that representations of 

them and their culture are absent nom art gderies. Canadian art galleries have 

considerable holdings, particularly historical Canadian art, which depict the aboriginal 

peoples through the eyes of others. Paul Kane, KrieghofS Vemer, and Emily C m ,  are 

among the many artists whose art depicts the cultures of aboriginal peoples. Paul Kane, 

for exarnple, kept joumals of his travels and contact with Native peoples, as well as 

collecteci artifacts which are now located in museums. As a result of the many artists' 

records, art gaiieries are primary sites for the "powerfd and estabfished domination of 

images and texts" defining Native culture. Art gderies are primary resources for the 

production of the history of Native cultures and for the circulation of that history to 

others. Unfortunately, the hiaory provided in art gallenes may have littie relevancy to 

what Native peoples, and others, now view as the real history of Native peoples. 

The images, records and interpretations found in art galeries are available for 

public viewing and are widely used to iliustrate many of the published materials on Native 

peoples and on Canadian history. These images are research tools for writers, film rnakers 

and the fashion industry; art gallenes and museums are often considered open territories 

for source materials As a result, when Natives, abonginals or Indians are mentioned, 

most Canadians (imcluding many Native peoples) picture Native life according to images 

reproduced in school texts, books, magazines, promotionai brochures and tounst posters. 

But how relevant are these images to the Native peoples, particularly to their current 

status in Canada? 



There is Little relevance between the art that depicts Native peoples and their 

historical and modem status. In Western d tu re ,  art is wliected, classifieci and r e - d e W .  

Here, art also carries a peculiar patina of beauty, wealth, and exoticism; a romantic 

association with glamour, power and ownership. In moa cases, this is rather ironical for 

Native peoples. Upon examination, artists' historical images of Natives depict Native Me 

according to stereotypes that are conducive to colonial conquest and the maintenance of 

that domination. Art is not only classified accordhg to type, but it manages to classify the 

people and cultures it depicts. Through art, as Deborah Root has commenteci, "It is 

possible to consume somebody's spirit, somebody's past or history, or somebody's arts and 

to do so in such a way that the act of consumption appears beautiful and heroic . . ." (1 8). 

Clearly, the history and patina associated with art have little relevance to the realities of 

Native life. 

These public collections, frozen in tirne, present aboriginal peoples as being W y  

rooted in Western culture's past. The iconography of their depiction did change through 

time, but only according to the needs of the dominant society. In art galleries, Native 

peoples are rarely presented as active, living, vital peoples, equal in status. At worst, an 

art galiery visitor will see Native peoples depicteci as 'savages' or as peoples on the road 

to extinction. Their substantial presence is either absent from the magnificent, sublime 

landscapes used to promote Canada as a wlony, or they are presented as entertainment in 

the colonial drarna (Mastin 1-9). At certain points, the depiction of Native peoples 

changed from that of the 'savage', to the defeated supplicant of a foreign d e r ,  to a 



romantic, noble ideal. In an art gallery, art not only classifies and positions Native 

peoples but it can sustain that meaniog for others. 

To the casual glance, it is not always evident just what these images represent. 

Lost in time are the colonial intentions and the tricks of an artist's hand-the studio 

setting, the inappropnately costumeci dramas, the standardizing of face and body types, 

the cultural mixing, the imagineci portrait and narrative ideaiizing the Westerner, and the 

idle curiosity of an artist's mind. Somehow, through tirne, these fictions are presented as 

reality-a reality far removed and generaiiy destructive of the reality of Native peoples. 

In addition to extensive hiaorical collections, art gaileries regularly add the work 

of contemporary artists to permanent collections and present ternporary exhibitions. 

Conternporary artists have continueci to appropriate Native imagery. When art in an art 

gdery is deemed by Native peoples to contain inappropnately used images or to promote 

negative stereotypes, the gdery is seen to validate or verify the content of the work and 

the artist. As Richard Hill has commented, "This is especially true when the work is 

show in the context of the National Gallery, which inevitably lends its authority to the 

piece; the very authority that oppresses Native people in the first place" (20 [Cree]). Art 

galleries can not oniy sustain particular hiaorical views of Native cultures through their 

permanent collections, but they can continue to reinforce these views through the work of 

contemporary mias. 

Through collections, exhibitions and various activities, art gaiienes have 

contributed to the creation of a history for Native cultures in Canada. But this history is a 

counterfeit history. It may have replaced another, or be confiseci with a real or alternative 



history of Native dtures. This was possible because art galleries assumed authority, not 

only over the objects they collectecl, but by extension, over the peoples that these objects 

presented. Curators have a vested interest in assuming authority and art galleries 

represent p o w e f i  sites of authority. They are now poiitically connected, essential 

components of the Western mind. Authority resides with the people who select, interpret 

and promote particular art works or artists, yet, few art gallery workers would recognize 

this authority and what it means for them. Most people working in art galleries would 

describe themselves as ovenvorked and underpaid, dedicated to the cause of art. A strict 

code of ethics prohibits a personai pecuniary interest in art. Often, one has to search 

through an exhibition catalogue to identify the author's narne, and gaiiery authors do not 

share in the farne and proceeds of publications as one would in the profit sector. In 

gaileries the focus is on art and the artist. Few would describe themselves or their 

institutions as intentionaliy powemil and authoritarian. Nor would they consider 

themselves to be particularly influential, let alone suspect that they were in some way 

contnbuting to the oppression of Native peoples. Tied up in the day-to-day operations of 

an art gallery, constantly raising money, and trying to keep the art gailery open, few have 

time to consider the reai authority they possess. Authority, according to Laurence 

Gro ssberg, 

like representation, refers to a certain kind of proxy, but it is a proxy which 

empowers a position from which peoples' lives can be measured and from which 

the agents and agencies responsible for maintainhg those tives can be challengeci. 

Authority is the mechanism by which control over the places and spaces of 



everyday life is assigned. The struggie for authority is not merely the smiggie to 

control one's own We but to structure the commitrnents which fashion everyday 

Life and its relations to the social formation. (380) 

Kyo Maclear, among others, has noted how airators, selecting what is important 

to treasure and retain, possess the power and mandate to enunciate their interpretations of 

specific cultural histories (25). Public collections provide the opportunity for airators to 

selectively salvage a cuiture's artifacts and traditions and become the expert authonties, 

even over those fiom the original culture. This often results in the extension and 

enforcement of the authority of the dominant culture (Root 102) and the silencing of the 

reai cultural practitioners. As Ardith Walkem has noted, "There is a tendency of 

Euroamericans to believe that they are able to better understand and explain Fira Nations 

than people of First Nations themselves7' (33 ~aka'pamux]). This assumption of 

authority is also of little value to the subject culture; any benefits accrue to the outsider 

and are generally resented by the Native community. As M. T. Kelly has noted, "Again 

and again, papers have been written, careers built, tenure granted, royalties issued, and yet 

the people upon whom this is based are left behind on the reserves with nothing" (14). 

Through the process of cultural appropriation, an art gallery can d u c e  a living people 

and their culture to the status of objects (Root 72), so that their art and their lives are 

subject to the authority of others. When Native peoples challenged this authority, they 

brought issues surroundhg cultural appropriation into focus and the role of the public art 

gdery into question. 



The genesis of the m e n t  issue of cultural appropriation and the art of Native 

peoples, for art galleries, probably originated in the 1960s. The 1960s not only signallecl a 

renewed search by individuals in search of their own identity, but also marked an 

expansion of nationalism. In his influentid book, Prison of Grass, Howard Adams States 

that, "nationaiism seerned to be the spirit that motivated BIack people to a new sense of 

pride and confidence. Like Black people, 1 began to reject my feeling of inferiority and 

shame, and to become proud of my Indian heritage and native nation." (1 53 Métis]). 

These movements instilled a new confidence among Native peoples. While pride in their 

Native heritage had been building intemaily since the post-war years (McMaster, Polirics, 

7-9), the events occurring around the world in the 1960s and 1970s brought the Native 

plight into focus, and visible to a broader Canadian public. Native groups began to 

research their own history and to identfi the key issues and sites affecthg their status as 

members of the colonial nation, Canada. One of these issues was cultural appropriation 

and a prirnary site, the public art gallery. 

1967 marked the height of Canada's nationdistic fervour as it celebrated its 

centennial. By the 1960s, nationalism was on the prirnary agenda of Canadians, Native 

peoples, and a h ,  Canadian artists. M e r  dl, the 'national identity' had been closely tied 

to the country's arts production. Artists asserted their rights and demanded more 

important positions within the national agenda. In Canada, according to Susan Crean, "a 

generation of artists in the '60's decided not to leave home to pursue their careers as 

professional anias and began to ask rude questions of the an establishment, quenes about 

why so many non-Canadians were hired to run public-gallenes, and why so little Canadian 



work was exhibited or purchased by them" (Crean 13-14). Nationalism had been 

instrumental in the unprecedented growth of the arts, art gaiieries and museums, and 

included support for the emergence of altemative galleries, al1 to service a burgeoning 

visual arts community. The Centennial and the activities surrounding it, provided the 

opportunity for 'dl' Canadians to celebrate their national identity. But, iike many Western 

celebrations, what did the Native peoples have to celebrate? As Canadian artists were 

demanding better representation in public art collections, people began asking why 

Canada's Native artists were not represented and why their work was not considered artw. 

AU these factors, combined with the example set by artists, presented the oppominity for 

Native peoples, as artists to raise the question of cultural appropriation. At the same 

time, nationaiism itselfcame under scnitiny. What was this nation called Canada? Whose 

was it and why did only one (questionable) official story seem to get told30? 

In 1967, that Canadian story was the Western story. It was presented in museums 

and art galleries across Canada. In its most sirnplistic form, it began with 'diswvery' and 

the heroic pioneers who battled the empty wildemess to suMve and build a nation. The 

people who had been here for several thousand years appeared incidental. In the history 

The National Gallery of Canada's major 1%7 exhibition celebrating the work of Caoadian arrists, 
containeci 378 art works. Six of these were attriiuted to Native artists. It was one of two exhiiitions 
planned to celebrate the Centennial. The second show was to highlight the views of Canada by artists 
h m  abroad (Hubbard, Ostiguy). 

" When Native artisîs attempted to tell their own story, attempts were made to block the realities of 
Native life in Canada. Tom Hill reported on the contnwersy surrounding the selection of art by Native 
artists for Expo 67. Two contentious issues were the appointment of a nomNative sculptor to assist in 
production and the content of the art. These conflicts occurred between Native artists and the government 
bureaucrats who preferred art which wodd reflect "a more positive image of Canada's Indian people to 
the international audience which was to Mew it" (Politics 9 [Senecal). 



of colonial European conquest, this story has been vimialiy the same aii over the world. 

This colonial story, Western culture's story, incorporates some 'ciifference' into the story 

but never on an equal status and certainly never as a beneficial, LiWig, contributhg factor 

to nation building. In the predominant story of Western culture, Deborah Root observes 

that there has always been a distinct line 'between 'them' and 'us', between Europe and 

its 'others"' (XI). In Canada, the one story was chailenged by Native peoples through 

charges of cultural appropriation, a term which was to embody much more than was first 

expected. 

As a result of various movements in the 1960s, the distinctions between 'us' and 

'them' were analyzed, defined and drawn. Below a certain h e ,  debate was allowed, sorne 

rninor changes occurred, separate practices were estabiished, but the master narrative 

always remained the same. Even today, the separate practices are distinct fiom the main 

Euro-American discourse (for example, Women's and Native studies), separate and 

unequal. They have different stories. These stories parallel the master narrative but seem 

to always place them outside the dominant Western culture and theories. According to 

Laurence Grossberg, 

The majority of people, living in subordhate political positions, generaiiy accept 

their oppression because they are living in someone else's ideological universe. 

When thcy are able, somehow, to see "the truth" of their relations, to constmct an 

alternative system of meaning and struggle to establish a new and dBerent 

consensus, their resistance places them outside of the dominant ideological 

systems.(9 1) 



Resistance ensured separateness from the dominant system and there were many 

groups in these circumstances. In the 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  the challenge for these groups appears to be 

how to rernain focused on the issues affixting the- without reinforcing the dominant 

Western position. Occasionally, there is reluctance by Native peoples to even comment on 

cultural appropriation for this very reason. As Richard Hill has recognited, "this debate, 

despite the fact that it is about 'Native issues,' inevitably perpetuates a focus on White 

artists7'(12 [Cree]). Certainly, at this point in tirne, the main focus has remained on Euro- 

Amencan culture (its archetype generaiiy seen as white, middle-class, androcentric) and its 

hegemonic practices concerning the object, as 'Mer'-including women, indigenous, 

racial and social groups. In the issue of cultural appropriation the one story, now the 

Western story, has become the history of Euro-Amencan domination of the 'other'. In the 

last thirty years certain serious challenges were made to Euro-Amencan dominance; its 

margins are less clear, but no major changes have occurred. 

Arguments concerning the roie of art galleries in the cultural appropriation of art 

by Native artists are framed in partiailady specific terms. They are the sarne terms used to 

criticire the Westem story but are re-directed to descnbe the role of the public art gailery 

and how it fùnctions as a site for the cultural appropriation of art by Native artists. 

Although these terms are familiar and common to a variety of groups' arguments, they are 

critical to clarifying the role art galleries have played. 

The role of Euro-Amencan culture as dorninator, centre or culonizer has b e n  

extensively researched and documented. It is useiùl to reiterate two influentid 

observations which summarize how Western culture is perceived in the issue of cultural 



appropriation. For example, Kirkpatrick Sale, in The Conquest of Paradise: 

Christopber Columbus and the Columbian Legacy describes cultural dominance, 

by which a single culture came to dominate as never before ail the other cultures in 

the world, to impose its languages in their mouths, its clothes on their backs, its 

values in their hearts, and to accumulate to itseif' the power that now enables it to 

detemine nothing less than the destiny of the world. (27) 

Barbara Christian, in The Race for Theoy, describes the dominant viewpoint: 

[European culture] sees the rest of the world as minor and tries to convince the 

rest of the world that it is major, usuaily through force and then through lang~age, 

even as it daims many of the ideas that we, its "historid" other, have known and 

spoken about for so long, for many of us have never wnceived of ourselves only 

as somebody's other. (70) 

Each of these cornments aptly describes the position Western culture has detemiined for 

itself, but they also define the position of al1 others-including the Native peoples of 

Canada, 

Ln the discussion of cultural appropriation, the al1 powerfùl Western culture is the 

'centre' which, according to one observation, is a, "mythicai place around which groups of 

others are arranged" (Ferguson, Out ïhere 9). This mythical centre is characterized by 

Russell Ferguson as often a hidden place '%om which power is exercise ci... When we try 

to pin it down, the center always seems to be somewhere else" (Out 7here 9). "Mythical", 

"hidden", "elusive"-although abstract in nature, the centre nevertheless fiuictions in 

identifiable ways. According to one analysis of it s char acte ris tic^^ this ' mythical ' centre 



must recognize at least some of the dissident factions; may negotiate, but need neither 

integrate, nor entirely disarm them. These factions can retain their subordinate position 

outside the hegemony, but it is usually an active, empowered one, where sometirnes even 

they can redefine and restructure the hegemooic project itself (Grossberg 245-246). As 

this is occurring, the deeper, structurai invisibiiity of the centre becomes more dficult to 

sustain, as others insist on their own identities (Ferguson, Out 7here 10). 

Cultural appropriation is conditional upon a hierarchical relationship. The 

hierarchical relationship between art galleries (representing Euro-Amencan culture) and 

Native artists has been variously described as dominance, marpioaiitation, colonialism, 

apartheid or exclusion. Al1 of these terms describe the position of Native peoples, 

generdy, in Canada. Although not entirely synonymous in their actions, it is difncult to 

discem any clifference in the thought processes or general paradigm of these terms. No 

matter which term is used, the results have been the same-the separation and 

subordination of Native peoples. Each of the terms appears to create a binary, hierarchical 

relationship and yet, sometirnes, there is a space between the two-a meeting place, where 

positions are negotiated and rninor changes occur. It is in this space that the debate on 

cultural appropriation is located and where the counterfeit cultures for Native and Western 

peoples are exposed. 

In Grossberg's analysis, relations between two defined hierarchical groups are 

maintained through the process of incorporation. He goes on to explain that, while the 

subordinate population and culture are organized by the dominant group 'fiom above', the 

". . . dominant group struggles to impose (win the consent of the subordhate population 



to) its ideological vision of reality"(244). Ifthis is successful, then the subordinate group 

is made over in the dominant group's image (91). Grossberg's analysis seems to define 

the program of assimilation; a failed, official Canadian goverment policy which Native 

communities strongly resisted. Clearly, the dominant group has not won substantial 

converts, for many Natives are intent on retalliing their own identities. However, what 

appears to be now occumng, with cultural appropriation, is an active attempt to 

incorporate the expressions of Native culture as part of Canadian identity. This need not 

necessarily incorporate Native peoples. 

Arguments concerning cultural appropriation centre on the hegemonic practices of 

Westem culture over the 'other'-hegemony, the practice of the mythic centre of Euro- 

Arnerican culture, its ideological arongbox. Hegemony is ofien a rather arnbiguous tenn. 

In this case, hegemony appears to be in accordance with Lawrence Grossberg's 

interpretation, "For some, hegemony refers to an almost universal process by which 

domination is achieved through the construction of an ideological consensus (244). More 

specifically, hegemony, according to Grossberg, "involves an attempt to rearticulate the 

complex relations among the state, the economy and culture" (247). 

A hegemonic struggle for power occurs in al1 hierarchical relationships. Power, 

once again an ambiguous word with many different meanings and implications, is one 

which may be difFerently defineci in various cultures. In Western cultures power operates 

verticaily as culture is used to subordinate resistant groups and to maintain the stattis quo 

(Grossberg 9 1). This aruggle, acwrding to Grossberg, ''ttakes place on and across an 

already constituted field, within which the identities and positions of the contesthg groups 



are already being defuied but are never fixeci once and for ail" (245). The stmggle is not 

oniy against those on the other side but is also a battle to wnstantly enlarge the sue and 

domain of each group's own alliance (Grossberg 246). 

Today, in the Western world, the hegemonic struggle for power is much subtier 

than the power stmggies of previous centuries. The stnrggie for power may be located in 

the economic system which has a constant need for resources to meet an unending demand 

for consumer cornmodities. Here, cu1~a.i appropriation, as an act of consumption, is one 

of the tools, vehicles or ideologies3' of the dominant society. In Deborah Root's opinion, 

cuitural appropriation is oniy possible because of a powerful economic system backed by 

the spectre of the nineteenth century. In her view, "This economic power does not exist in 

an abstract universe but rather is baseci on guns, amies, and dead bodies. . . . Native 

people began to be rornanticized by white Arnericans after the former had ceased to be 

viewed as a military threat" (Root 76). 

Cultural appropriation is an ideology of dominance in the hands of a Western state, 

intent on using the economy and culture to overpower others. In these hands, cultural 

appropriation is an inclusive, domesticating attempt to incorporate cultures at subordinate 

positions. There is to be a sameness to dl, but an unequal status. On the other hand, for 

Native peoples, making an issue of cultural appropriation is seen as an exclusionist, 

protectionkt tool-a way of maintairing the unique nature of identity and a way of putting 

Native issues on the national agenda. Sameness is rejected-others will not be pennitted 

" Ideology, like power, is a word with rnany dinerent meanings and implications. Its definition is broad 
and comple.~ and something that 1 would explore in the future expansion of this research. 



to be remade in their image. It is perhaps here that the difference in the meaning of power 

lies-power over aii peoples and power ofpeoples over themselves. 

By substituting 'Canadian art gaileries' for 'Westem culture' in this discussion, one 

can ident* the role art galleries have played, on behalfof those in Western culture, in the 

appropriation of art by Native artists. It is interesting, however, that art gaileries were so 

easïiy targeted. 

h the search for the mythical centre, according to Grossberg, there is a need to 

identQ some dominant other, "which may or may not actuaîly be the agent responsible for 

maintainhg their subordinate position (377). In his view, 

Oppositional struggie depends upon an analysis and identification of the agents and 

agencies, the historical forces (economic, cultural and political) which construct 

the configuration of everyday Me, specific positions within it, and the relations 

between these and the larger social formation. (378) 

Canadian art galleries not only represent a place where Native cultures are subordinated, 

but they exia to suppon an ideology which will insure that subordination, al1 in a very 

public manner. 

Art galleries present one of the few tangible, pubiicly accessible, sites charged with 

representing, recording and preserving the ideological symbols of the power and authority 

of Western culture. Unlike other centres of Euro-Arnerican power, art galeries are 

neither mythical nor hidden nor invisible. The history is aii there for everyone to see, the 

people who make the decisions are present and the organizations are compact and 

iduential. Other centres are certainly less accessible. For instance, art galleries, museums 



and universities (also important ideological sites in this equation) share common origins 

and were once closely aligned. In contrast to art gderies, universities have maintaineci 

their exclusive image and their 'private property' reputation, d despite massive 

government funding and pretensions to community involvement. The history is ail there 

but not entirely accessible. 

In art gderies evidence of the dominant Western ideology is not dif]JcuIt to 

discem. Art galleries are paticuIarly adept at preserving it. Art galleries maintain and 

support the Euro-Amencan ideology as the theory underlying ail art decisions made in 

Canada (Young Man, Issues 20). J i e  Durham describes this theory, by stating, rather 

succinctly: "proceeding fiom the Greeks to the Romans to the Italians to the French to 

New York" (Certain 76 [Cherokee]). It is on this mode1 that al1 things are organized, 

evaluated and presented. Even the most nationdistic of Canadian art and art practices (for 

example, the Group of Seven) are presented and located according to Euro-American art 

practices. As Euro-Amencan traditions had no necessary relationship, continuity or 

correspondence with art by Native artists, these artists were either totdy excluded or their 

work was included, but only according to Westem values and meanings of the tirne. 

The dominant West assumed its art history was the only relevant history and that 

other (indigenous) peoples did not have a history (Ades 12). In the dominant history, 

there was no room for the art of Native artists, just as there was no room for Native 

peoples in Westem culture. Euro-Amencan culture took what it wanted fiom these other 

groups incorporatesi it into its own story, and then assigneci its own meanings and values. 



In Euro-American thought, an object's value served a partidar fùnction, one which was 

very different from its original use. Here, wrnments Tom Gretton, 

The material or symbolic appropriation of works of art fùnaions to reproduce 

social supenority: knowledge or possession of works of art is a mark of 

distinction, rather than merely a distinguishing mark. This for two reasons. First, 

since works of art are taken to embody timeless values, an understanding of them 

is taken as wnfirming the intrinsic wortb, and thus the nght to social dominance, 

of the comprehending beholder. Second, because sympathy confkms the stahis of 

the comprehending beholder as one fit to determine and define. (67) 

Just as art fullils a particular fùnction in Western thought, art galleries were 

established to support a distinctive role for art in Western societies. The role of the 

Canadian art gaiiery in the cultural appropriation of art by Native artists is guaranteed by 

the gaiiery's very nature and purpose. The art gallery's survival, according to the curent 

model, is dependent on the gallery's wntinued support of the dominant Western 

ideologies and its ability to embody and propagate the entrenched values. To do 

otherwise would negate its very reason for existence. 



CHAPTER5 

CONCLUSION 

In a world where we can no longer help bumping into one another, we need to start 

ialking with one another, not at one another. And we cannot hope to achieve this 

understanding and tolerance if we are locked out of each otheis world of experience. 

Vanessa Vogel More Totems and Taboos 

Recent contemporary theones, combined with the growing recognition of the 

voices and rights of indigenous peoples, have resulted in the re-evaluation of a substantial 

body of 'knowledge' conceming Native peoples. As such, it has been noted that the 

majority of 'knowledge' is indeed 'interpretations' by non-Natives whose authonty and 

bias is being questioned. Today, Native peoples are attempting to tell their own stones, to 

be heard and to be understood according to their own meanings. Subsequent to a 

recognition of the problems associated with cultural appropriation, non-Natives are 

beginning to accept how little they actually know of Native cultures and to encourage 

Native peoples to speak for themselves. 

Recognition of cultural diversity bas only been a recent realisation for art gallenes 

and museums, and has occurred subsequent to a period of prolonged and sometimes 

confrontational discussions with Native peoples. Much of this discussion has been 

centered on the issue of cultural appropriation. As a result of these discussions, those 

involved have corne to a better understandimg of the dEerent or diverse meanings ascribed 



to various concepts, words and traditions. This includes those working in art galleries; 

d e r  aii, they emerge from a strong Western tradition with its own des ,  regulations, and 

specific, discipline-related meanings for words. One of the problerns in this discourse may 

be that Canadian art galleries are particularly rule-bound and tied to operational 

definitions. Their international reputations were probably buiit on the recognition of 

Canada's strict standards for the technical and regdatory aspects of gaiiexy 

management-rules conceming the physical plant, conservation, secunty-rather than due 

to their coliections and interpretative materials. Extensive and detailed regulation makes 

change difncult. The art gallery tradition has been discipiine-focused and object-onented 

rather than people-onented. However, despite ali these factors, art galeries are 

increasUigly attempting to understand, appreciate and accommodate cultural dserences, 

particularly those related to aboriginal cultures. Art gallenes have realized that other 

meanings for the words they use can be accommodated. At the very least, this has created 

better relationships and communications with Native peoples upon which future 

understandings can be built. 

Although some efforts to address cultural appropriation have originated in art 

galleries, there is also a noticeable silence in art galleries regarding cultural appropriation 

and the art of Native artists. In my opinion, this is not, now, a result of predorninantly 

confiicting voices. In my view there is, however, an insecurity, a lack of self'-confidence, 

among art gallery personnel who recognize that they are entering an unfamiliar area for 

which they are ili-prepared. To date, so much has been attempted and sorne 

accomplished, that has been centered on the issue of cultural appropriation, and yet, little 



real change has occwred. Some of the people involved rnay be unwiliing to accept the 

challenge of change. Certainly, many buckle under the strain of the current political and 

economic realities. But, for those who wish to address the art of Native artists and its 

hiaory, there appears to be one major shimbling block-cultural appropriation. 1 hope 

that a clearer understanding of what cultural appropriation means and its importance to 

both sides of the argument d help deviate some of this problem. 

In the topic of cultural appropriation, art by Native artists and Canadian art 

gallenes, there is as yet, no conclusion. As such, this thesis is really an introduction to the 

challenges presented by a multitude of issues related to this topic and there are still many 

questions to be answered. This thesis, 1 hope, wiIi assist with the discussions and 

contribute to the decisions that are to be made pertaining to a variety of issues. There are 

issues conceniing appropriation of voice, &dom of speech and expression, censorship, 

discrimination and reverse racism. There are concems regarding stereotypes, tokenism, 

representation, ghettokation, exoticism and politicai correctness. These can be reduced to 

more simpiistic pictures, for exarnple, the labels on the walls of an art gallery or a 

childhood family photograph. The recognition, understanding and respect for other 

meanings for cultural appropriation, its purpose and importance, and the ability to grasp 

how cultural appropriation functions, particularly in a public art gallery, cm facihate these 

discussions and interpretations. 

An important point is that discussions on these issues have occurred. 1 have 

concentrated on the differences of perspective and interpretation that have taken place in 

these discussions. However, there are also many cornmonalties between Native peoples 



and art gaiieries. They both share a respect for traditions and their preservation, an 

appreciation for the stories told, education and cultural practice. Perhaps there is a means 

to reconfigure these respective of the ways of others. 1s there a way of promoting these 

without inviting unwanted appropriation? Art gailenes are realizing this, they have yet to 

determine how best to accomplish it. Each side has gained from the discussion. This is 

perhaps best expressed in the words of Ahasiw Maskegon-Iskwew, 'Wow our sneak up 

dance is working ..." (53). 

It would at this point be appropriate to address those critics of the cultural 

appropriation debate who prioritize and champion the benefits of cultural appropriation to 

Native and Western cultures or who see these arguments as oniy promoting the negative 

aspects of cultural appropriation. These people ofien beiieve that the causes of cultural 

appropriation are just and advantageous for Native peoples. When examined closely, to 

whom have these benefits really accrued? From whose perspective are these arguments 

negative? These two questions and the perspectives raised in this thesis should be 

remembered in any discussion of cultural appropriation, art by Native artists and Canadian 

art galleries. 



APPENDM 1 

EXAMPLES CONCERNING CULTURAL, APPROPRIATION 

Notable Canadian examples concerning cultural appropriation include: 

1. Into the Heart of Afnca, an exhibition presented by the Royal Ontario Museum, 

Toronto, Ontario and opened in November, 1989. This exhibition presented the "rich 

cultural heritage" of A£iica as wliected primarily by white colonists. There were 

objections fiom the Mo-Canadian community. Sample comment: "Although the 

show deals with a potentially controversial subject matter in a forthright manner, it 

does so fiom the convention of an all-knowing watorial prerogative. The ROM 

maintains the position that the intektual and thematic content of an exhibition is the 

curator' s responsibility.. ." (Grant 80). 

2. Scriver Collection, an exhibition of historic Blackfbot cultural matenal presented at 

the Provincial Museum in Edmonton, Alberta during the annual conference of the 

Canadian Museums Association in Iune 1990. There were objections by the Blackfoot 

people to its presentation. Sarnple comment: "The physical 'ownership' of such a 

collection by a private coliector represents a certain unsavoury fact of colonial history 

fiom the perspectives of Aboriginal comrnunities. That such acquisitiveness of 

'exotica' should be celebrated in an exhibition at a gathering of museum professionals 

without the consent of those who hold the cultural ownership of the objects is 

inexcusable at this stage in the developing relationships between museums and First 

Nations. The Scriver collection brings together 'curiosities' or 'trophies' acquired 



acwrding to the tastes of an individual and does not represent the wmplexities of the 

culture that produced the objects. There is a certain contradiction between the leguliity 

of ownership and use as understood by museum officiais and the moral@ of that 

institutional wntrol as perceiveci by the Blac-t people" (Martin 35 Mohawk]). 

3. The Spirit Sings: Artistic Traditions of Canada's First Peoples, an exhibition of 

historic Native artifacts borrowed from Canadian and international museums presented 

at the Glenbow Museum, Calgary, Alberta during the 1988 Wmter Olympics. Sample 

comment: "It will aiso be remembered as one of the most wntroversial, and as the 

exhibition that brought the issue of presentation of First Nations art and heritage into 

focus on both a national and international level" (W, Nicks 40 [Sena=-]). 

4. Monument to the Native People of Ontario, a site-specific installation commissioned 

by the Art Gallery of Ontario from the German artist, Lothar Baumgarten, in 1984-85. 

He inscribed the names of Ontario tribes in Roman Ietters around the top of the Art 

Gallery of Ontario's renaissance style Walker Coun. Sarnple comment: "... is not 

'objective knowledge' because the list: Algonkin, Huron, Iroquois, Neutrai, Nipissing 

Ojibwa, Ottawa, and Petun exists by sanction of a power structure outside the cultures 

descnbed. Such sanctioned validation authorizes certain representations, while 

blocking, prohibiting, or invalidating others. And that pattern of thinking-expressed 

here in a piece based on the long inhentance of and abiding image from the late 

Renaissance notion of indigenous peoples as being "without Scripture," and thus 

excluded from the f d y  of humanity in the bibiical text, the written contract with 



God-is what rnakes the Baumgarten work Eurocentric" (Houle, SpiriîuaI49 

[Sault eaux] ) . 

5. Certain works by the Canadian artist Jeff Wall. Sample comment: "Wd, in fact, has 

made several images of native people; both Bad G d  (1 984) and Ine StotyteIIer 

(1986) show their contemporary native subjects as hard-up urban outsiders" (Tousley 

43). 

6. Art work by Liz Magor, for example, works included in the Canadian Bienoiai of 

Contemporary Art presented by the National Gallery of Canada in 1989. Sample 

comment: "Magor's recent pieces make reference to the West Coast and the Mestyle 

and material culture of traditional Indian society, evoking the images and structures of 

ethnology and the museum. A second look reveals that the reference is made though a 

resemblance, a kind of super-imposition of one identity over another" (Nemiroff, 

Cmdian 56). 

7. Art work by Emily Carr. Sample comment: "The past can be a great burden for the 

living, ifone's present Iife is seen as no more than a melancholy epilogue to vanished 

greatness. But this is not a unique problem for natives, and should not be discussed in 

isolation. Egyptians, Greeks, and Italians have known about it for millennia; the 

Engiish are beginning to understand it, and the Americans think they can see it just 

ahead (Fulford 3 9). 



APPENDIIL: 2 

TASK FORCE ON MUSEUMS AND FIRST PEOPLES 

The Task Force on Museums and First Peoples was established as a result of a 

conference organized jointiy by members of the Canadian museum cornrnunity and the 

Assembly of First Nations. This conference, bbPreservUlg Our Heritage: A Working 

Conference Between Museums and First Peoples" was held from November 3 to 5, 1988 

at Carleton University in Ottawa. It was organized in direct response to the Lubicon 

Cree's boycott of The Spirit Siogs (Glenbow Museum) and related issues. 

The task force was estabfished jointly by the Assembly of First Nations and the 

Canadian Museum Association in 1989. It was CO-chaired by Tom W, Director of the 

Woodland Indian Cultural Centre Education Centre, Brantford and Trudy Nicks, Curator 

of Ethnology at the Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto. The final report contains seven 

principles and 34 recommendations designed to encourage partnerships between cultural 

institutions and Native peoples. The 34 recommendations concern issues such as access, 

interpretation, repatnation, training and implementation of the Task Force's report. The 

seven principles are as follows: 

1. museums and First Peoples will work together to correct inequities that have 

charactenzed their relationships in the past; in particular, the desire and authority of 

First Peoples to speak for themselves should be recognized and afEmed by museum; 



2. an equal partnership involves muhial appreciation of the conceptual knowledge and 

approaches characteristic of First Peoples, and the empincal knowledge and approaches 

of academically trained workers; 

3. First Peoples and museums recognize mutual interests in the cultural materiais and 

knowledge of the past, dong with the cuntemporary existence of First Peoples; 

r. First Peoples and museums must accept the philosophy of CO-management and CO- 

responsibiiity as the ethical basis for principles and procedures pertaining to collections 

related to aboriginal cultures contained in museums; 

5 .  appropriate representatives of Fust Peoples WU be involved as equal pariners in any 

museum exhibition, program or project dealing with aboriguial heritage, history or 

culture; 

6. First Peoples and museums must recognize a wmmonaiity of interest in the research, 

documentation, presentation, promotion and education of various publics, including 

museum professionais and acadernics, in the richness, variety and validity of aboriginal 

hentage, history and culture; and 

7. First Peoples must be fully involved in the development of policies and funding 

programs related to aboriginal hentage, history and culture. (qtd. in W, Nicks 82) 
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